ALMA MATER

Washington, my Washington,
the Crimson and the Gray!
'Tis the song of memory
that we sing today.

When the sad hours come to you
and sorrows 'round you play,
Just sing the songs of Washington,
the Crimson and the Gray!

Just sing the songs of Washington,
the Crimson and the Gray!
The Class of 2015

FIFTEENTH ANNUAL FALL COMMENCEMENT

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 12, 2015
BEASLEY COLISEUM, WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY
PULLMAN, WASHINGTON

COMMENCEMENT MISSION STATEMENT
Commencement at Washington State University represents the culmination of a student’s academic achievement. It is a time for celebration and reflection for students, families, faculty, and staff. It brings together the campus community to share the joy of the accomplished goals of our students.

The commencement ceremony at Washington State University serves a dual purpose: to mark a point of achievement, thus completing a chapter in the lives of students and those who support them, and to encourage continued pursuit of learning, personal fulfillment, and engagement with local and worldwide communities.
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BEST WISHES FROM THE PRESIDENT

Congratulations! The milestone you celebrate today is impressive and important.

Every student that enters Washington State University has the opportunity to succeed. It is whether and how you seize that opportunity—in the classroom, in the laboratory, or in the community—that determines your path. Your hard work, curiosity, and persistence have brought you to this day. You, your family, and your friends should be immensely proud of this achievement, and we share in that pride.

With your graduation, you join a truly worldwide network of WSU alumni. I encourage you to hold onto the relationships you built with fellow students, faculty, and staff members during your time with us. You will always be a member of the loyal Cougar family, and the connections you keep will help to support you throughout your professional career.

Enjoy today. It is a special moment in your life, but also in the life of our great institution. I wish you all the very best in your future endeavors.

Go Cougs!

Daniel J. Bernardo, Ph.D.
Interim President, Washington State University

BIOGRAPHY

Daniel J. Bernardo was named interim president of the four-campus Washington State University system on July 7, 2015. He was appointed acting president following the death of President Elson S. Floyd in June. Beginning in May 2014, Bernardo served as the provost and executive vice president of WSU.

Bernardo has extensive experience in higher education—including teaching, research, administration, and policy development—at the university, college, and department levels. Previously, Dr. Bernardo served as vice president for agriculture and extension and dean of the College of Agricultural, Human, and Natural Resource Sciences (CAHNRS) from 2005 to 2013. In that position, he was responsible for administering teaching, research, and outreach programs in food, agriculture, natural resources, and human sciences. He led efforts to reinvigorate WSU’s food and agricultural programs, including raising over $220 million in private contributions to fund endowed chairs, facility improvements, and programmatic activities.

Prior to moving to WSU, Bernardo was professor and department head of the Department of Agricultural Economics at Kansas State University from 1995 through 2005. Bernardo was on the agricultural economics faculty at Oklahoma State University from 1985 to 1995, where he conducted research and taught courses on a variety of topics, including production economics, water resource policy, and agribusiness economics. Dr. Bernardo has published over 200 papers on various agricultural economics topics.

Bernardo holds a Ph.D. in agricultural economics from Washington State University and a bachelor’s degree in agricultural and managerial economics from the University of California, Davis.
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Washington State University Brass Quintet
Max Baer
“BUTCH T. COUGAR”

COMMENCEMENT SPEAKER

Max Baer is proud to be a member of the Washington State University Class of 2015. To say that he bleeds Crimson and Gray is an understatement. He decided in 8th grade that he would be a Coug. Graduating Kentridge High School (Renton, WA) in June 2011, he headed off to Pullman and began his college career. He made his freshman home in room 409 Perham, part of the legendary Jungle.

Toward the end of his freshman year, he tried out for and earned the best job on campus: Butch T. Cougar. Being the mascot for a school with incredible school spirit for three years was an amazing opportunity and tremendous honor. Max became Butch and reveled in the opportunity afforded him. He dedicated himself to carrying on the tradition: he walked the walk, he proewed the pregame, he led the cheers. As Butch T. Cougar, Max attended hundreds of events including home sporting competitions, campus tours, weddings, parades, grand openings, and birthday parties. Max also traveled to football games and basketball tournaments. He appeared on television in ESPN commercials and public service announcements.

The Universal Cheerleaders Association (UCA) annually ranks the top 25 mascots in the nation. The judging process considers video footage in addition to a live competition held in Disneyworld. During his tenure as Butch, Max brought the program from unranked to an impressive eighth place finish during his final year.

Max respected the tradition of keeping his identity a secret. Only a select few people knew of his role before his public unveiling at the final home men’s basketball game this past March. He continued with the program after his unveiling—he became the assistant mascot coach and feels confident in the abilities of his successor. The Butch T. Cougar legacy is in good paws.

In his human form, Max is a member of the Class of 2015, graduating with a bachelor of science in economics, and is an avid martial artist. He has experience in Muay Thai, Brazilian Jiu Jitsu, Kali, and Jeet Kune Do. He played a key role in opening the Martial Arts Training Academy in Pullman and helped Jeff Kelley, head instructor at MATA, train for a professional fight in Hong Kong.
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Rich Zack
PROFESSOR
CHAIR, WSU FACULTY SENATE

WOW—Congratulations—Did it go fast? For all of you and those that have supported you, this is a very special day. For some, it is an impossibility that has come true. Perhaps you are the first from your family to attend and graduate from college. For you, and your families, the hard work has paid off and you should all be so proud. Some have lacked the resources and have worked, attended classes, and worked more. Some of you (us) were not the best students in high school and took this opportunity to prove yourselves, to show that you could make it and do very well. Everyone is different and everyone has a story. The bottom line is that you have accomplished something very special and you deserve a day or two to celebrate and relax.

Now what? Now you are going to join the real world—well, actually, most of you have been a part of the real world for a while. But now that world is going to get a lot larger and there is so much enjoyment ahead of you. I hope that you found something, or many things, that excite you. I was fortunate enough to find something that I did not even know existed before I went to college and have been very lucky to be able to pursue this love. That is my hope for you—that you have found something that excites you every day (or at least the great majority of days). Something that makes you want to get up in the morning and sleep well at night.

And then, there are the really important things—your relationships. Your current families and your future families should always be the most important cares in your lives. It is odd but these are sometimes the individuals that we neglect. Remember how important they are to you and tell them often.

You have a very wonderful gift—you are just beginning and the future is yet to be written. But let me tell you that time goes fast and the older you get, the faster time goes. In most great novels, the first line is often the most memorable. So don’t relax too long—get started. Take and give back. Give and ask for advice. Be kind and gentle but also strong in your convictions. But most of all, have fun and help those around you to do the same.

Have a great ride and Go Cougs!

Rich Zack
Professor
Chair, WSU Faculty Senate
Dear WSU Graduates:

Congratulations on your commencement from the administrative professional staff of Washington State University!

As professional staff at WSU, the driving motivation in our work—and one that gives all of us great satisfaction—is your success. We know the effort you put into your academics, the late hours of studying, the tests, and the projects. You also gained friends for life, met professors who inspired you, and earned a degree from a University that will carry you as far as you wish to go. We feel proud and honored to have helped you and your fellow Cougars achieve that success.

As you head into the world beyond WSU for a career or further education, it’s customary to leave a graduate with a quote to ponder. I give you this thought from one of my favorite authors, David Foster Wallace: “I have come gradually to understand that the liberal arts cliché about teaching you how to think is actually shorthand for a much deeper, more serious idea: learning how to think really means learning how to exercise some control over how and what you think.”

We look forward to great things from you. You will always be part of the Cougar Nation, and we wish you the best of luck in all your endeavors. Go Cougs!

Larry Clark
Chair, Administrative Professional Advisory Council
To the Graduates of the Class of 2015,

On behalf of your student governments, the Associated Students of Washington State University, the Associated Students of Washington State University Global Campus, and the Graduate and Professional Student Association, we congratulate each and every one of you for graduating from Washington State University. It has been an honor to serve as your advocates at such a distinguished institution.

You have grown so much as an individual during your time at Washington State University, and now you have the most powerful tool available: a degree. Accomplishing this feat deserves a pat on the back and nothing less than celebration. A degree from this esteemed institution comes with the responsibility to be a world class citizen in everything you do. During your time at WSU, you have developed as an individual, a leader, and a positive member of society. It is now your job to take everything you have experienced—the joys and challenges alike—and never stop learning from them. The power of learning from your experiences, just like the color Crimson, will never go out of style. WSU has fostered you, challenged you, and, most importantly, taught you what it means to be a member of the Cougar Nation.

Washington State University is more than a great institution; Washington State University is, and will forever be, your home. We hope that all of you retain that Cougar spirit and stay engaged with this community for the rest of your lives.

It has been a privilege to serve all of you, soon-to-be Cougar alumni, and we wish you all the best of luck in all of your future endeavors. Once again, congratulations on earning your degree from Washington State University. ASWSU, ASWSU-Global, and GPSA wish you all the best of luck with your new beginnings. As always, Go Cougs!

Kyle Geiger
ASWSU President

Donald Allen
ASWSU Global President

Melanie Thornton
GPSA President
COMMENCEMENT 2015

Washington State University cordially welcomes all who have come to the Pullman campus for the fifteenth annual fall Commencement to honor the graduating class of 2015. To class members, the Class of 2015, the University would like to acknowledge your accomplishments and congratulate you all.

Commencement is the special occasion where students are recognized for their academic achievements. These achievements are reflected in their transcript, an official document certifying the completion of academic requirements. The culmination of a students’ success at WSU comes with the arrival of their diploma, which is mailed after the ceremony.

The first WSU Commencement ceremony, held on June 24, 1897, recognized a total of eight students. Today we honor more than 800 students from varying states, U.S. territories, and countries.

WSU enrolls 29,686 students statewide. This includes 20,095 undergraduates and 4,543 graduate and professional students learning at the Pullman, Spokane, and Global campuses. At the Everett, Tri-Cities, and Vancouver campuses, 5,048 undergraduate, graduate, and professional students are enrolled. WSU is also privileged to support 10,460 first generation college students in their academic journey. Washington State University is proud of a growing family of Cougar alumni, and is honored to celebrate their achievements.

The names of the degree recipients are called in random order as they approach the readers. Students will be viewed on big screens as their names are read.

Names in the Fall 2015 Commencement Program include August 2015 degree candidates and December 2015 degree candidates who met the application deadline. Those previously awarded degrees are noted with an asterisk (*). The program is not a listing of those attending the ceremony.

Appearance of a name in this program is presumptive evidence of graduation and graduation honors, but it must not in any sense be regarded as conclusive. Notation on the university transcript remains the official testimony of degree possession.
THE UNIVERSITY MACE

The University Mace, a traditional symbol of authority, will lead the processional today. The mace is carried by the chair of the Faculty Senate with an honor guard consisting of the presidents of the undergraduate and graduate and professional student associations. Richard Zack carries it today, accompanied by Kyle Geiger, president of the Associated Students of WSU, and Melanie Thornton, president of the Graduate and Professional Student Association of WSU.

Created in 1985, the two-foot-long, nine-pound scepter is cast in silver and bronze and features a globe atop a laurel branch, wrapped in a silver ribbon and inscribed “Washington State University.” According to designer and craftsman Tim Doebler of WSU’s Department of Fine Arts, “the globe represents the universality of education and the quest for knowledge. Laurel crowns were presented to academicians by the ancient Greeks.”

The anvil is a symbol of forging and molding education, rather than forcing it upon students.

PHOTOGRAPHY COVERAGE

Image Studios, PO Box 9699, Moscow, ID 83843, 509-332-0964, will provide the photography for commencement. A proof will be mailed to each graduate and photos can be viewed online at www.gradwsu.com.

Footage of Commencement Ceremonies and personalized clips of each graduate are available for purchase. These can be ordered from After Image, 208-882-6386, info@aivs.biz, or online with After Image Visual Services.

Parents and friends of the graduates are asked to remain in their seats during the ceremonies.
ACADEMIC REGALIA

Academic regalia arose through evolution and modification of the robes worn by medieval students, who were usually clerics in the cathedral schools and monasteries established by the church. As early as 1321, a medieval statute required that all doctors, licentiates, and bachelors wear academic gowns and hoods. Gowns were necessary for warmth in the unheated medieval buildings, and hoods may have been designed to cover tonsured heads. Today, immediately after receiving a charter, new institutions adopt a distinctive design for academic attire expressive of their individuality.

On May 26, 1895, a group of institutional representatives met at Columbia University to establish a uniform code for academic regalia in this country.

The approved academic attire for all graduates is composed of a cap and gown. For master’s and doctoral graduates, a hood is included. The basic article of attire is the gown, usually black in color, and similar in design for all degrees with the sleeves being the principal indicator of degree level. Gowns for those graduating with a bachelor’s degree have pointed sleeves; the sleeves on master’s gowns are away at the front; and doctoral gowns have round, bell-shaped sleeves. Bachelor’s and master’s gowns are untrimmed while doctoral gowns feature distinctive velvet facing down the front and three velvet bars on each sleeve.

The hood has become the colorful standard-bearer of academic symbolism. By examining the hood, an informed observer should be able to identify the degree level, the academic field of study in which the degree was earned, and the institution that conferred the degree. The hood is made of the same material as the gown. Hood length varies according to degree: bachelor’s—three feet, master’s—three and a half feet, and doctor’s—four feet in length and has panels at the sides. The color or colors of the hood lining indicate the institution that conferred the degree (crimson and gray for WSU). The hood is trimmed or edged in a border of velvet either two, three, or five inches in width for the respective degrees. The border color represents the faculty or field of study in which the degree was awarded. At WSU, bachelor’s degree candidates do not wear hoods.

The approved cap of the academic costume is the mortarboard or Oxford cap—a stiff board nine inches square, placed on a soft cap and joined in a pointed design in front and back. The color is always that of the gown and uniformly black for the four-year degrees. The use of velvet has been reserved for the cap of the doctor’s degree. A silk cord with a tassel made of many threads is attached to a button in the center of the board.

A distinctive commencement rental gown for students earning Ph.D. and Ed.D. degrees debuted in spring 2012. The gown is crimson with gunmetal-gray velvet accents and a matching velvet tam. WSU is the only university with a custom rental gown. The purchased version of the custom gown is designed with a split hood, two silver WSU shield medallions holding the hood in place, two WSU medallion cufflinks on each sleeve, and other embellishments.
ACADEMIC REGALIA

The committee of the American Council on Education on its “Academic Costume Code” states the following:

For all academic purposes—including trimming of doctor’s gowns, edging of hoods, and tassels of caps—the colors associated with the different subjects are as follows:

- Agriculture: Maize
- Arts, Letters, Humanities: White
- Commerce, Accountancy, Business: Drab
- Communication: Crimson
- Dentistry: Lilac
- Economics: Copper
- Education: Light Blue
- Engineering: Orange
- Fine Arts including Architecture: Brown
- Forestry: Russet
- Home Economics: Maroon
- Law: Purple
- Library Science: Lemon
- Medicine: Green
- Music: Pink
- Nursing: Apricot
- Oratory (Speech): Silver Gray
- Pharmacy: Olive Green
- Philosophy: Dark Blue
- Physical Education: Sage Green
- Public Administration, including Foreign Service: Peacock Blue
- Public Health: Salmon Pink
- Science: Golden Yellow
- Social Work: Citron
- Theology: Scarlet
- Veterinary Medicine: Gray

For more on academic regalia visit www.acenet.edu.

PRESIDENT’S CHAIN OF OFFICE

During commencement ceremonies and other special occasions, the president of Washington State University wears the President’s Chain of Office. The medallion features the WSU shield with Cougar head, and the links are engraved with the names and dates of service for each past WSU president, starting with George Lilley, who served from 1891 to 1892, and ending with the late Elson S. Floyd, who served from 2007 to 2015. Blank links allow engraving of names and service years for future presidents.

The Chain of Office was created at the request of V. Lane Rawlins, who became president of WSU on June 8, 2000. He wore it for the first time during his inauguration on March 28, 2001.
WASHINGTON STATE UNIVERSITY HIGHLIGHTS, 2012–2015

2012

Washington grape growers and wine makers made a $7.4 million commitment to support a new Washington State University Wine Science Center, planned for construction in the Tri-Cities.

The College of Liberal Arts and the College of Sciences merged to form the College of Arts and Sciences.

The Paul G. Allen Center for Global Animal Health was formally dedicated in Pullman. The research facility houses a state-of-the-art infectious disease research center for investigating emerging diseases throughout the world.

New premium seating and a new press box opened on the south side of Martin Stadium, marking the conclusion of an $80 million construction project.

Veteran journalist Dan Rather was honored at the 38th Edward R. Murrow Symposium at WSU Pullman.

Emile C. (Mel) Netzhammer III, who had served as provost and vice president for academic affairs for Keene State College since 2006, was named the new chancellor of Washington State University Vancouver.

2013

The Brelsford WSU Visitor Center in downtown Pullman, near Reaney Park, was dedicated. The facility serves as the University's new “front door,” providing a welcoming environment and information about WSU to its guests.

The $96 million Veterinary Medical Research Science Building opened its doors. The facility houses state-of-the-art biomedical research laboratories and offices for the health science teaching and research programs.

Football fans welcomed the arrival of one the few high-definition video display scoreboards in college football. Located at the east end of Martin Stadium, it measures 73 feet wide and 36 feet high—more than double the size of the previous board.

Three hundred students moved into the $32.6 million Northside Residence Hall, the second new residence hall constructed on the Pullman campus since the early 1970s.

The Federal Aviation Administration selected WSU and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) to co-lead the new Center of Excellence for Alternative Jet Fuels and the Environment. One of the center’s aims is to foster a new industry focused on developing alternative jet fuels.

The Cougar family lost one of its most beloved leaders with the passing of Dr. Glenn Terrell, who served as WSU president from 1967 to 1985. He was 93.

2014

Diane Nash—Freedom Rider, sit-in leader, and key architect of the 1960s civil rights movement—spoke on the Pullman campus in commemoration of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Day.

World-renowned poet, writer, commentator, activist, and educator Nikki Giovanni lectured on the Pullman campus. She has authored more than 30 books and is one of the most widely read American poets.

For the second year in a row, U.S. News and World Report ranked Washington State University among the top 10 best online graduate business programs for its MBA and Executive MBA degrees.

Blended Learning, the first in a series of wines created by students in WSU’s viticulture and enology program, was introduced. The University has partnered with the state’s winemakers and grape growers to help Washington become the second-largest wine producing state in the country.
The first 23 students in the University's mechanical engineering program at WSU North Puget Sound at Everett received their diplomas in May. The program in Everett was launched as part of a state initiative to increase the number of engineering and computer science students and graduates.

A team of WSU student interns spent the summer working in communities devastated by the March mudslide along State Route 530. The internship program was designed to help the communities of Darrington and Arlington regain their footing economically, environmentally, and socially.

The Cougar football program's new $61 million football operations building opened its doors in time for the first home game of the 2014 season.

The Daily Evergreen, the WSU student-produced newspaper, was named the best all-around campus newspaper in the Northwest at the annual regional conference of the Society of Professional Journalists.

Smithsonian Magazine presented Michael Skinner, a WSU professor of biological sciences, with an American Ingenuity Award for his pioneering work in the field of transgenerational epigenetics (the study of inherited genetic changes that can’t be explained by traditional genetics).

A research team led by professors Su Ha and M. Grant Norton developed the first fuel cell that can directly convert fuels, such as jet fuel or gasoline, to electricity—providing a dramatically more energy-efficient way to create electric power for planes or cars.

The building that houses broadcast news facilities in the Edward R. Murrow College of Communication was dedicated to legendary sports broadcaster, journalist, and WSU alumnus Keith Jackson ('54).

The Board of Regents approved renaming two of the University's colleges to recognize alumni. The College of Business became the Carson College of Business, and the College of Engineering and Architecture became the Voiland College of Engineering and Architecture. The names honor lifetime contributions that Scott and Linda Carson and Gene and Linda Voiland have made to the colleges, to the university, and to their respective industries.

The Board of Regents directed university leadership to pursue approval for an independently accredited medical school. The Washington State Legislature then voted to change a 1917 law limiting the delivery of medical education to the University of Washington, clearing the way for a WSU School of Medicine.

A new Washington State Connections store opened in downtown Spokane. It joins two other Connections stores in the state: one in Seattle and another in Everett.

Elson S. Floyd, Ph.D., the 10th president of Washington State University and a nationally respected voice for affordable, accessible higher education, died of complications from cancer at age 59. The WSU Board of Regents appointed Provost Daniel J. Bernardo to serve as interim president.

Washington Governor Jay Inslee signed into law a bill that gives WSU the authority to create a medical school. The WSU Board of Regents honored the late President Floyd's leadership in establishing the school by officially naming it the Elson S. Floyd College of Medicine. Dr. John Tomkowiak was named as the college's inaugural dean.

The Campaign for Washington State University: Because the World Needs Big Ideas surpassed its $1 billion goal six months ahead of schedule. Among the gifts were the six largest commitments in WSU history, along with commitments from more than 206,250 individual donors and industry partners.

The University celebrated the 125th anniversary of its 1890 founding. Marking the event were birthday-cake-laden events, a new website, celebratory advertisements that reached audiences across the state, and a fund drive that challenged supporters to give $125,000 in one day to support WSU students.

Fall 2015 enrollment across all WSU campuses reached an all-time high of 29,686 students. For the fifth year in a row, at least 35 percent of the incoming freshman class identified as students of color.

Renowned scholar and social justice activist Angela Davis, a public face of the 1970s black power movement, spoke before a crowd of more than 1,000 on the Pullman campus.

The Board of Regents approved the design and financing for a new multicultural building on the Pullman campus. The building will provide a prominent location for cultural celebrations and for important conversations about diversity and multiculturalism for the entire student body.

The largest single gift in WSU Tri-Cities history—$18 million from the Kadlec Regional Medical Center—will support the WSU Tri-Cities College of Nursing.

Top minds in the development of clean technologies moved into the new PACCAR Environmental Technology Building—a $52.8 million, 96,000-square-foot interdisciplinary clean technology laboratory on the Pullman campus. The building will serve as a hub of interdisciplinary research and education in renewable materials, sustainable design, water quality, and atmospheric research.

WSU researchers discovered how to stretch metal films used in flexible electronics to twice their size without breaking. The breakthrough by Rahul Panat, Indranath Dutta, and graduate student Yeasir Arafat could lead to dramatic improvements in products such as bendable batteries, robotic skins, wearable monitoring devices and sensors, and connected fabrics.

WSU scientists discovered that consumption of berries, grapes, and other fruits converts excess white fat into calorie-burning beige fat. The finding by Min Du, professor of animal sciences, and visiting scientist Songbo Wang will spawn new strategies for the prevention and treatment of obesity.

On December 12, 2015, one of the best groups of students ever in the history of Washington State University graduated during the 15th Fall Commencement ceremony in Beasley Coliseum.
CANDIDATES FOR ADVANCED DEGREES
CANDIDATES FOR ADVANCED DEGREES

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
The following candidates will be presented by Dean of the Graduate School William Andrefsky.

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION

*David Hammond
B.A., Washington State University
M.Ed., University of Washington
Major Advisor: Kristin S. Huggins

Jacqueline Libbey-Ireland
B.A., Saint Martin’s University
Ed.M., Cambridge College
Thesis: Disrupting Beliefs that Impact Learning for English Language Learners: An Elementary Principal’s Role.
Major Advisors: Gordon S. Gates and Michele Acker-Hocevar

Chris Martinson
B.A., M.A., Washington State University
Major Advisor: Gordon S. Gates

David Smith
B.A., Whitworth University
Ed.M., Washington State University
Thesis: The Superintendent as Instructional Leader: A Qualitative Study of Rural District Superintendents.
Major Advisor: Gail C. Furman

*Jeanne Willard
B.A., Carnegie Mellon University
M.Ed., Cambridge College
Thesis: School and District Administrators Learning and Leading to Help Close the Graduation Gap.
Major Advisor: Michele Acker-Hocevar

DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE

Lisa Austin
B.S.N., University of Washington

Brandy Benedict
B.S., Portland State University
M.Nurs., Washington State University

*Jill Carter
B.S.N., Walla Walla University
M.Nurs., Washington State University

Brandi-Ann Harris
B.S., Colorado State University
B.S.N., Creighton University
M.Nurs., University of California, San Francisco

Jason Johnson
B.S.N., Washington State University

Nancy Pascua
B.S., M.Nurs., Washington State University

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS

*Umesh Bastola
B.S., M.S., Tribhuvan University
M.S., University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff
Major Advisor: Thomas Lloyd Marsh

ANIMAL SCIENCES

Leticia Fanucchi
D.V.M., Universidade Tuiuti Do Parana
Thesis: Function of Amp-Activated Protein Kinase in Myogenesis.
Major Advisor: Min Du

Xing Fu
B.S., Henan Normal University
M.A., Arkansas State University
Thesis: Function of Amp-Activated Protein Kinase in Myogenesis.
Major Advisor: Min Du

Christopher Gambino
B.S., North Carolina State University
Major Advisor: Kristin S. Huggins

ANTHROPOLOGY

Melissa Artstein-McNassar
B.A., University of Nevada, Las Vegas
M.A., Washington State University
Major Advisor: Nancy P. Mckee

Courtney Hellrechrt
B.A., University of Virginia
Thesis: Effects of Stress on Onset of Middle Childhood among Sidama Agropastoralists.
Major Advisor: Courtney L. Meehan

BIOLOGICAL AND AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING

Suraj Amatya
B.E., Kathmandu University
Thesis: Detection of Cherry Tree Branches and Localization of Shaking Positions for Automated Sweet Cherry Harvesting.
Major Advisor: Manoj Karkee

George Mathew Neerackal
B.Tech., Kerala Agricultural University
M.S., National University, Administrative Center
Major Advisor: Pius M. Ndegwa

Rossana Villa Rojas
B.E., M.S., Universidad de las Americas, Puebla
Major Advisor: Juming Tang

*Xi Wang
B.E., Hefei University of Technology
M.S., Beijing University of Chemical Technology
Thesis: Metabolic Engineering of Cyanobacteria for the Biosynthesis of Lipid and Carotenoid.
Major Advisor: Shulin Chen

Xiang Wang
Bachelor, Master, Hunan University
Major Advisor: Pius M. Ndegwa
B U S I N E S S  A D M I N I S T R AT I O N

*Tanya Beaulieu  
B.S., Utah State University  
M.B.A., Westminster College of Salt Lake City  
Thesis: Crowdfunding Illuminated: A Multi-Method Investigation  
Major Advisors: John Brooks Cullen and Suprateek Sarker

*Christopher Califf  
B.B.A., M.Tech., University of Georgia  
Major Advisors: Kenneth Butterfield and Saonee Sarker

*Xiaolin Lin  
B.B.A., Fuzhou University  
M.B.A., University of Detroit  
Thesis: Nanocatalysis of Lignin and High Ash SSF Digester Residue for Gasification  
Major Advisor: Su Ha

Jennifer Sandstrom  
B.A., University of Washington  
M.B.A., University of Portland  
Thesis: Elements of Sustained Hotel Success: Three Case Studies  
Major Advisor: Dennis Reynolds

Jun Wang  
B.A., Nanjing University  
Thesis: Three Essays on Continuous and Discrete Time Series Models  
Major Advisor: Allan Love

*Gulnara Zaynutdinova  
Diplom, Omsk State University  
M.A., Washington State University  
Thesis: Active Lamb Propagation-Based Multi-Method Investigation  
Major Advisor: Alexander DeQuan Li

CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

Emily Davenport  
B.S., M.S., Iowa State University of Science and Technology  
Thesis: Differential Defensive Mechanisms Against Antibiotics Present in Biofilm Extracellular Polymeric Substance  
Major Advisor: Haluk Beyenal

Stephen Davidson  
B.S., University of Colorado at Boulder  
Thesis: Ethanol Steam Reforming over Cobalt Based Catalysts: Roles of Zinc Oxide  
Major Advisor: Yong Wang

Allan Gao  
B.S., Washington University  
Thesis: Process and Economic Advantages of the Ozone and Soaking Aqueous Ammonia Pretreatment  
Major Advisor: Shulin Chen

*Tsai Garcia Perez  
Ingeniera, Instituto Superior Politecnico Julio Antonio Mella  
Mestre, Universidade Estadual de Campinas  
Thesis: Development of Glucose Oxidase Nanocomposites for Bio-Fuel Cell Applications  
Major Advisor: Su Ha

Alyssa Hensley  
B.S., New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology  
Thesis: Atomistic Elucidation of the Synergy Within Noble Metal Promoted-FE Catalysts for the Hydrodeoxygenation of Phenolic Compounds  
Major Advisor: Jean-Sabin McEwen

*Courtney Herring  
B.S., University of Idaho  
Thesis: Characterization of Particulate Pollution by Aerosol Mass Spectrometry  
Major Advisor: Timothy Vanreken

Yongchun Hong  
B.E., M.S., Tsinghua University  
Thesis: Bimetallic Catalysis in Hydrodeoxygenation of Lignin Derived Molecules  
Major Advisor: Yong Wang

Daniel Howe  
B.S., M.S., Montana State University, Bozeman  
Thesis: Thermal Pretreatment of a High Lignin and High Ash SSF Digester Residue for Gasification  
Major Advisors: Michael Pinney Wolcott and Manuel Garcia-Perez

Xuesong Li  
B.E., Shenyang Institute of Chemical Technology  
Thesis: Novel Biosensor: The Study of a Dual Ionomophore Concept Based on an Ion-Selective Electrode  
Major Advisor: Bernard J. VanWie

*Yan Li  
B.E., Tianjin University  
Thesis: Fundamental Understanding of Transition Metal Oxide Catalysts for Selective Oxidations  
Major Advisor: Yong Wang

*Shreya Shah  
B.Tech., Sardar Vallabhbhai National Institute of Technology  
Major Advisor: Su Ha

CHEMISTRY

*David Bross  
B.S., Washington State University  
Thesis: Accurate AB Initio Thermochemistry and Spectroscopy of Molecules Containing Transition Metals and Heavy Elements  
Major Advisor: Kirk A. Peterson

Jonathan Geruntho  
B.S., Albright College  
Thesis: Imaging and Isolation of Prostate Cancer Circulating Tumor Cells  
Major Advisor: Clifford Berkman

Larissa Gribat  
B.S., Truman State University  
Thesis: Redox Interaction of Tc(IV)/Tc(VII) with Hematite: Electrochemical Detection of TC with Modified Hem  
Major Advisor: Nathalie Wall

*Ryan Joseph  
B.S., University of California, Davis  
Thesis: New Methods for the Convergent Glycoligation of Peptides  
Major Advisor: Philip Garner

Kevin Lewis  
B.A., B.S., Washington State University  
Thesis: Calsequestrin  
Major Advisor: Chulhee Kang

*Samuel Morrison  
B.S., Northern Arizona University  
Thesis: Activation Product Analysis in the Presence of Fission Products  
Major Advisor: Sue B. Clark

Baoming Zhao  
B.S., Nankai University  
Major Advisor: Alexander DeQuan Li

CIVIL ENGINEERING

Sattam Almojil  
B.S., King Saud University  
M.S., Washington State University  
Thesis: Degradation of Hydrophilic and Hydrophobic Contaminants in Sodium Percarbonate Systems  
Major Advisor: Balasingam Muhunthan

Zijian Wang  
B.E., Nanjing University of Technology  
M.E., Harbin Institute of Technology  
Thesis: Active Lamb Propagation-Based Damage Identification In Plate-Like Structures  
Major Advisor: Pizhong Qiao

*Weiguang Zhang  
B.E., North China University  
M.E., Southeast University  
Thesis: Evaluation of Field Transverse Cracking for Asphalt Pavement  
Major Advisor: Shihui Shen

*Larissa Gribat  
B.S., Truman State University  
Thesis: Redox Interaction of Tc(IV)/Tc(VII) with Hematite: Electrochemical Detection of TC with Modified Hem  
Major Advisor: Nathalie Wall

*Ryan Joseph  
B.S., University of California, Davis  
Thesis: New Methods for the Convergent Glycoligation of Peptides  
Major Advisor: Philip Garner

Kevin Lewis  
B.A., B.S., Washington State University  
Thesis: Calsequestrin.  
Major Advisor: Chulhee Kang

*Samuel Morrison  
B.S., Northern Arizona University  
Major Advisor: Sue B. Clark

Baoming Zhao  
B.S., Nankai University  
Major Advisor: Alexander DeQuan Li

CIVIL ENGINEERING

Sattam Almojil  
B.S., King Saud University  
M.S., Washington State University  
Major Advisor: Balasingam Muhunthan

Zijian Wang  
B.E., Nanjing University of Technology  
M.E., Harbin Institute of Technology  
Thesis: Active Lamb Propagation-Based Damage Identification In Plate-Like Structures.  
Major Advisor: Pizhong Qiao

*Weiguang Zhang  
B.E., North China University  
M.E., Southeast University  
Major Advisor: Shihui Shen

*CANDIDATES FOR ADVANCED DEGREES
COMMUNICATION
Lok Pokhrel  
B.A., Tribhuvan University  
Major Advisor: Elizabeth Hindman

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Adam Carter  
B.S., Central Washington University  
Major Advisor: Christopher Hundhausen

Brian Lamarche  
B.S., Washington State University  
Major Advisor: Robert R. Lewis

Abhik Ray  
B.S., University of Calcutta  
Master, West Bengal University of Technology  
Thesis: Structural Pattern Discovery in Dynamic Graphs.  
Major Advisor: Lawrence Holder

Jeyanthi Salem Narasimhan  
B.E., Bharathiar University  
M.Tech., Indian Institute of Science  
Thesis: Link Prediction in Dynamic Networks.  
Major Advisor: Lawrence Holder

Yibo Yao  
B.S., M.S., Shanghai Jiao Tong University  
Major Advisor: Lawrence Holder

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
*Stephen James  
B.S., University of Dublin Trinity College  
Major Advisor: Bryan Vila

CRIMINAL JUSTICE AND CRIMINOLOGY
*Lauren Block  
B.S., Truman State University  
Major Advisor: David C. Brody

CROP SCIENCE
*Brook Brouwer  
B.A., Colorado College  
Major Advisor: Stephen Scott Jones

Shiferaw Abate Gizaw  
B.S., M.S., Addis Ababa University  
Major Advisor: Arron Hyrum Carter

Kendra Jernigan  
B.A., B.S., Abilene Christian University  
M.S., Texas A & M University  
Major Advisor: Arron Hyrum Carter

Nevin Lawrence  
B.S., M.S., University of Wyoming  
Thesis: Adaptation to Climate Change and Small Grain Production Systems by Bromus Tectorum.  
Major Advisor: Ian Burke

*Rizwana Maqbool  
B.S., M.S., University of Agriculture Thesis: Molecular Characterization of Tiller Number Trait in Wheat (Triticum aestivum L. em. Thell.).  
Major Advisor: Kulvinder Gill

*Hao Peng  
B.S., Wuhan University  
M.S., Chinese Academy of Science  
Thesis: Integration of Brassinosteroid Catabolism and Seedling Photomorphogenesis.  
Major Advisor: Michael Neff

ECONOMICS
Gregory Astill  
B.A., Brigham Young University  
Major Advisor: C. Richard Shumway

Bhagyum Chandrasekharan  
B.A., University of Delhi  
M.S., University of Arizona  
Major Advisor: Michael P. Brady

*Wen Chen  
B.S., Wuhan University of Technology  
B.S., Utah State University  
Thesis: Corporate Decision Making and Information.  
Major Advisor: Robert E. Rosenman

*Dinkar Kuchibhotla  
B.A., M.A., University of Delhi  
M.S., University of Arizona  
Thesis: Three Essays on Health Economics.  
Major Advisor: Robert E. Rosenman

*Pratikshya Sapkota Bastola  
B.S., Tribhuvan University  
M.S., University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff  
Major Advisor: Jill J. McCluskey

Tristan Skolrud  
B.A., M.A., Washington State University  
Thesis: Advances in the Economic Modeling of Agriculture and Natural Resources.  
Major Advisor: C. Richard Shumway

*Xichao Wang  
B.S., China Agricultural University  
Major Advisor: P.R. Wandschneider

Sanzi Yang  
B.S., China Agricultural University  
Thesis: Dynamics in U.S. Agriculture under Climate Change, Production Uncertainty and Knowledge Accumulation.  
Major Advisor: C. Richard Shumway

Names in the fall 2015 Commencement Program include August 2015 degree candidates and December 2015 degree candidates who met the application deadline. The program is not a listing of those attending the ceremony. Names of May 2016 degree candidates will appear in the spring program.

*Previously awarded degree
EDUCATION

*Reima Abobaker
B.A., Garyounis University
B.A., University of Benghazi
B.A., University of Texas-Austin
M.A., University of Exeter
Thesis: The Effect of Written Scaffolds on Different Proficiency Levels of Second Language (L2) Listening Comprehension.
Major Advisor: Thomas Salsbury

Jennifer Ambriz
B.A., Ed.M., Washington State University
Thesis: Social Cognitive Career Theory (SCCT) and Mexican/Mexican-American Youth Career Development.
Major Advisor: Austin T. Church

*Adisa Anderson
B.A., University of California, Irvine
Major Advisor: Austin T. Church

*Saad Athbah
B.A., King Abdul Aziz University
Major Advisor: Darcy E. Miller

*Charles Ching
B.A., Claremont McKenna College
M.S., California State University, Northridge
Thesis: Testing a Dialectical Model of Meaning in Life and Well-Being in Four Cultures.
Major Advisor: Austin T. Church

*Christopher Cook
B.A., Washington State University
M.A., University of Idaho
Major Advisor: Forrest Parkay

Rebecca Dueben
B.A., San Jose State University
Thesis: Faculty Attitudes toward Assessment.
Major Advisor: Kelly Anne Ward

Eman Elturki
B.A., University of Benghazi
M.S., University of Southern California
Major Advisor: Thomas Salsbury

Gary Grogan
B.S., Boise State University
Thesis: Effects of Hypnotic Age Regression on Shifts from Secondary to Primary Thought Processing.
Major Advisor: Arreed F. Barabasz

Ibtesam Hussein
B.A., Garyounis University
M.S., University of Pennsylvania
Thesis: Making Text Features Salient to Graduate Student Writers.
Major Advisor: Thomas Salsbury

*Joshua Lloyd
B.S., Lewis-Clark State College
Thesis: Examining the Reading Choices and Reading Compliance of Students in Higher Education.
Major Advisor: Olusua Adesope

*Nichole Olson
B.A., St. Cloud State University
Major Advisor: Laurie Dawn McCubbin

Gary Spencer
B.A., M.Ed., Whitworth University
Thesis: Mindful Teacher Collaboration: Strategies to Address the Call for School Reform.
Major Advisor: Gordon S. Gates

Jon Walter
B.S., M.A., Washington State University
Thesis: Gender Roles and Drinking Motives: The Impact on College Students Ability to Recognize Sexual Victimization.
Major Advisor: Donald Michael Pavel

Simone Young
B.S., Iowa State University of Science and Technology
Ed.D., Washington State University
Thesis: Gender Differences in African American Academic Outcomes.
Major Advisor: Austin T. Church

ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING

*Hamed Khalili Nia
B.S., Shahid Rajaei Teacher Training University
M.S., Isfahan University of Technology
Major Advisor: Vaihianath Venkatasubramanian

*Benjamin Minor
B.S., Washington State University
Thesis: Prediction of Inhabitant Activities in Smart Environments.
Major Advisors: Diane J. Cook and Thomas Robert Fischer

*Previously awarded degree

Seyed Arash Nezam Sarmadi
B.S., K.N. Toosi University of Technology
M.S., Sharif University of Technology
Major Advisor: Vaihianath Venkatasubramanian

Ramon Zamora
B.E., Instituto Tecnologico Bandung
M.S., University of Arkansas
Major Advisor: Behrooz Shirazi

Yilin Li
B.E., Shanghai Jiaotong University
Major Advisor: Wenji Dong

Claudia Toro
B.S., Universidad de Chile
M.A., Michigan Technological University
Major Advisor: B. Thomas Jobson

ENGLISH

Lori De Hertogh
B.A., University of Southern Mississippi
M.A., Appalachian State University
Major Advisor: Kristin Arola

*Patsy Glatt
B.A., Walla Walla University
Major Advisor: Michael G. Hanly

Tialitha Macklin
B.A., M.A., Idaho State University
Major Advisor: William Francis Condon
*Becky Wagenblast  
B.A., Eastern Oregon State College  
M.A., Washington State University  
Thesis: Gender and Agency in Tender Is the Night, Save Me the Waltz, and The Garden of Eden.  
Major Advisor: Todd Butler

ENTOMOLOGY
Carmen Castillo Carrillo  
B.S., Universidad Central Del Ecuador  
M.S., Wageningen Agricultural University  
Major Advisor: Walter Sheppard

*Allison Baker  
B.S., University of Belgrade  
Major Advisor: David William Crowder

ENVIRONMENTAL AND NATURAL RESOURCE SCIENCE
Tammy Lee  
B.S., University of California, Berkeley  
Major Advisor: Stephen Bollens

Amy Ulappa  
B.S., M.S., Boise State University  
Major Advisor: Barry C. Moore

*Jennifer Von Reis  
B.S., University of Michigan, Ann Arbor  
M.S., California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo  
Major Advisor: James R. Pratt

FOOD SCIENCE
Tarek Abdussamad  
B.A., M.A., Al-Fateh University  
Thesis: Controlling Microbial Contamination in Packaged Foods by Post Packaging UV-C Light Treatment.  
Major Advisors: Shayam Sablani and Barbara Rasco

*Allison Baker  
B.S., Santa Clara University  
Major Advisor: Carolyn Ross

Elizabeth Wood  
B.S., University of California, Davis  
Major Advisor: Barbara Rasco

HISTORY
*Amanda Link  
B.A., University of Montana  
Major Advisors: Heather E. Streets-Salter and Raymond C. Sun

Amir Selmanovic  
B.A., M.A., Eastern Washington University  
Major Advisor: Brigit Ann Farley

HORTICULTURE
Julia Harshman  
B.S., M.S., University of Maryland at College Park  
Thesis: Quantifying Efficiency and Accuracy in the Washington State University Apple Breeding Program.  
Major Advisor: Katherine M. Evans

INDIVIDUAL INTERDISCIPLINARY
Christine Brown  
B.A., University of Washington  
M.A., Eastern Washington University  
Major Advisor: C. Richard King

Amy Cole  
B.A., University of California, Davis  
M.A., Washington State University  
Major Advisor: Sarah Ullrich-French

MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING
Bradley Fromm  
B.S., M.S., Brigham Young University  
M.S., Georgia Institute of Technology  
Major Advisor: David P. Field

*Xabdirazzaq Jahanbekam  
B.S., University of Isfahan  
M.S., Payame Noor University  
Major Advisors: Ursula M. Mazur and Kerry W. Hipp

Riley Rex  
B.S., Evergreen State College  
Major Advisor: Jeanne L. McHale

*Babak Talebanpour  
B.S., M.S., Shiraz University  
Major Advisor: Indranath Dutta

*Xin Tao  
B.E., Harbin Institute of Technology  
M.S., University of Houston - University Park  
Major Advisor: Yi Gu

*Abulikemu Tuerxunjiang  
B.E., Xinjiang University  
M.S., Washington State University  
Thesis: FDTD Measurement of the Reflection Coefficient Associated with Total Internal Reflection from Gaing Lorentzian Media.  
Major Advisor: Kelvin G. Lynn

Chun-Hung Wang  
B.S., M.S., National Chung Cheng University  
Major Advisor: Aurora Clark

Names in the fall 2015 Commencement Program include August 2015 degree candidates and December 2015 degree candidates who met the application deadline.  
The program is not a listing of those attending the ceremony. Names of May 2016 degree candidates will appear in the spring program.

*Previously awarded degree
Yu Wang
B.Tech., M.S., Sichuan University
Major Advisor: WeiHong Zhong

John Young
B.S., Washington State University
Major Advisor: David P. Field

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Khaled Adam
B.E., M.E., Garyounis University
Major Advisor: David P. Field

*Olaniyi Balogun
B.S., Delaware State University
M.S., Purdue University
Major Advisor: Changki Mo

*Jacob Fisher
B.S., Washington State University
Major Advisor: Jacob W. Leachman

Yuri Hovanski
B.S., Brigham Young University
M.S., Washington State University
Major Advisor: David P. Field

Bruce Hugo
B.S., The Pennsylvania State University
Major Advisors: Ronald P. Omerberg and Konstantin Matveev

*MD Rezanoor
Bachelor, Bangladesh University of Engineering & Technology
M.S., University of Southern California
Thesis: Rotation of Spherical Microparticles in Linearly Polarized AC Electric Field.
Major Advisor: Prashanta Dutta

Kisoo Yoo
B.S., Hanyang University
M.S., Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology
Major Advisor: Prashanta Dutta

MOLECULAR BIO SCIENCES
Travis Kent
B.S., Washington State University
Thesis: Rotation of Spherical Microparticles in Linearly Polarized AC Electric Field.
Major Advisor: David P. Field

*Molly Altman
B.S., University of Vermont
M.Nurs., University of Washington
Thesis: Exploration of Nurse-Midwifery Care for Childbirth.
Major Advisor: Kenn Daratha

NEUROSCIENCE
*Marcella Oonk
B.S., M.S., Radboud University Nijmegen
Thesis: The Effects of Sleep Loss in Animals.
Major Advisor: Christopher John Davis

*Yangmiao Zhang
B.S., M.S., Nanjing University
Major Advisor: Raymond M. Quock

*Kelly Tuttle
B.S., California State University, Fullerton
Major Advisor: Kulvinder S. Gill

*Ramanjot Kaur
B.S., Punjab Agricultural University
Major Advisor: Kulvinder S. Gill

*Stacy Martin
B.S., Trinity College
Thesis: Development of Suicide Enzyme-Based Therapeutics for Cancer Therapy.
Major Advisor: Margaret Black

Rithy Meas
B.S., California State University, Long Beach
Thesis: Excision Repair and DNA Damage Tolerance in the Context of Nucleosomes.
Major Advisors: John Jason Wyrick and Michael J. Smerdon

Leanne Whitmore
B.S., B.S., Washington State University
Major Advisors: Michael D. Griswold and Ping Ye

*Molly Altman
B.S., University of Vermont
M.Nurs., University of Washington
Thesis: Exploration of Nurse-Midwifery Care for Childbirth.
Major Advisor: Kenn Daratha

*Deborah Bennett
B.S.N., University of Arizona
M.Nurs., University of Phoenix
Thesis: Development of a Pediatric Simulation-Based Scenario and Performance Checklist for Medication Administration Competencies.
Major Advisor: Celestina Barbosa-Leiker

*Roschelle Fritz
B.S.N., Walla Walla University
M.Nurs., Walden University
Thesis: The Influence of Culture on Older Adults Adoption of Smart Home Monitoring: A Qualitative Descriptive Study.
Major Advisor: Cynthia Lou Corbett

Samantha Girard
B.S., San Diego State University
M.Nurs., University of Washington
Thesis: Experiences of Registered Nurses Who Voluntarily Withdraw From Their BSN Program.
Major Advisor: Renee Celeste Hoeksel

*NURSING
*Yangmiao Zhang
B.S., M.S., Nanjing University
Major Advisor: Raymond M. Quock

*Previously awarded degree
Jeanne Robison  
B.S., M.Nurs., University of Washington  
Major Advisor: Melvin R. Haberman

NUTRITION AND EXERCISE

PHYSIOLOGY

Kari Hilgendorf  
B.S., Washington State University  
Thesis: Investigation into the Potentially Beneficial Role of Exercise for Children Suffering from Maltreatment.  
Major Advisors: John Raymond White and Judy Knuth

PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES

*Brandon Gufford  
Pharm.D., University of Nebraska Medical Center  
Thesis: An Integrative Systems Approach to Predict Herb-Drug Interactions Quantitatively.  
Major Advisor: Mary Paine

Emily Johnson  
B.S., Washington State University  
Major Advisor: Glen Duncan

Dustin Rae  
B.S., Washington State University  
Major Advisor: Grant Trobridge

PHYSICS

*Janae DeJanovich  
B.S., Abilene Christian University  
Major Advisor: Matthew Duez

Seyed Ebrahim Gharashi  
B.S., Vali-e-Asr University of Rafsanjan M.S., Washington State University  
Major Advisor: Doerte Blume

*Xiangyu Yin  
B.S., Nanjing University  
Major Advisor: Doerte Blume

PLANT PATHOLOGY

*Danny Humphreys Pereira  
B.S., Instituto Tecnologico d Costa Rica  
Magister, Universidad de Costa Rica  
Thesis: Genetic Diversity and Comparative Mitochondrial Genomics of Root-Knot Nematodes (Meloidogyne spp.).  
Major Advisor: Tobin Peever

*Wonyong Kim  
B.S., M.S., Chonnam National University  
Major Advisor: Weidong Chen

PSYCHOLOGY

*Melissa Falkenstern  
B.S., Mary Washington College  
Major Advisor: Paul H. Kwon

*Timothy Freson  
B.S., University of Evansville  
Major Advisor: G. Leonard Burns

*Girwan Khadka  
B.S., Southern Arkansas University  
Major Advisor: G. Leonard Burns

Marlis Kirchhoff  
Diploma, Ruprecht Karls University Ed.M., University of Massachusetts at Boston  
Thesis: Temperament and Behavioral Difficulties Across Cultures: A Comparison Between German and U.S. Toddlers Applying the Concept of the Developmental Niche.  
Major Advisor: Maria Gartstein

Mary Rose Mamey  
B.S., University of Arizona M.A., New York University  
Major Advisor: G. Leonard Burns

*Carolyn Parsley  
B.S., M.S., Washington State University  
Thesis: Using Actigraphy and Ecological Momentary Assessment to Predict Everyday Functioning in Older Adulthood.  
Major Advisor: Maureen Schmitter-Edgecombe

*Kimberly Tremblay  
B.A., University of Michigan, Ann Arbor M.S., Washington State University  
Major Advisor: Elizabeth Soliday

PREVENTION SCIENCE

Ashley Beck  
B.S., University of Idaho  
M.A., Washington State University  
Major Advisor: Laura Griner Hill

Names in the fall 2015 Commencement Program include August 2015 degree candidates and December 2015 degree candidates who met the application deadline. The program is not a listing of those attending the ceremony. Names of May 2016 degree candidates will appear in the spring program.

*Previously awarded degree
## Sociology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>University</th>
<th>Thesis Title</th>
<th>Major Advisor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Annika Anderson</td>
<td>B.A.</td>
<td>The Pennsylvania State University</td>
<td>The Impact of Socio-Demographic Characteristics and Cognitive Transformation on Distance from High Risk Behaviors.</td>
<td>Jennifer Schwartz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Astorino</td>
<td>B.A.</td>
<td>St Vincent College</td>
<td>Epistemic Networks and the Problem of Place in Science.</td>
<td>Lisa J. McIntyre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ardavan Davaran</td>
<td>B.A.</td>
<td>University of California, Santa Barbara</td>
<td>Predicting Race-Specific Drug Arrests: The Underexplored Role of Police Agencies.</td>
<td>Scott Frickel and Lisa J. McIntyre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Matteo Poggio</em></td>
<td>B.A.</td>
<td>University of Genova</td>
<td>Characterization of a Genome-wide Significant Region Associated with Erythrocyte Phenotypes in Sheep.</td>
<td>Michele Hardy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Sarah Blake</em></td>
<td>B.A.</td>
<td>University of California, Santa Barbara</td>
<td>Predicting Race-Specific Drug Arrests: The Underexplored Role of Police Agencies.</td>
<td>Scott Frickel and Lisa J. McIntyre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Astorino</td>
<td>M.A.</td>
<td>Indiana University of Pennsylvania</td>
<td>Epistemic Networks and the Problem of Place in Science.</td>
<td>Jennifer Schwartz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Matteo Poggio</em></td>
<td>M.A.</td>
<td>University of Genova</td>
<td>Characterization of a Genome-wide Significant Region Associated with Erythrocyte Phenotypes in Sheep.</td>
<td>Michele Hardy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Soil Science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>University</th>
<th>Thesis Title</th>
<th>Major Advisor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maninder Chahal</td>
<td>B.S.</td>
<td>Punjab Agricultural University</td>
<td>Transport of Stormwater Contaminants in Unsaturated Porous Media.</td>
<td>Markus Flury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Michael Grant</em></td>
<td>B.S.</td>
<td>University of California, San Diego</td>
<td>Pseudomonas putida Biofilm Mediated Chemical Weathering of Biotite.</td>
<td>James B. Harsh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren Hammac</td>
<td>B.S.</td>
<td>University of Arkansas</td>
<td>Nutrient Cycling in Pacific Northwest Oilseed Production.</td>
<td>William Lee Pan</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Veterinary Science

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>University</th>
<th>Thesis Title</th>
<th>Major Advisor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bodh Paudel</td>
<td>B.S.</td>
<td>Tribhuvan University</td>
<td>Effect of Green Manures and Brassica Soil Amendments on Soil Health and Soil Microbial Community in Douglas-fir and Potato.</td>
<td>Lynne Alane Carpenter-Boggys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telmo Graca</td>
<td>M.S.</td>
<td>University of California, Riverside</td>
<td>Anaplasma Marginale Msp2 Variation Exacts a Significant Fitness Cost.</td>
<td>Michele Hardy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margaret Highland</td>
<td>B.S., D.V.M.</td>
<td>University of Wisconsin-Madison</td>
<td>Comparative Investigations of the Immune Systems of Domestic Sheep and Bighorn Sheep.</td>
<td>Donald P. Knowles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siddra Hines</td>
<td>B.S., D.V.M.</td>
<td>Washington State University</td>
<td>Anaplasma Marginale Msp2 Variation Exacts a Significant Fitness Cost.</td>
<td>Donald P. Knowles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forgivemore Magunda</td>
<td>B.V.S.</td>
<td>University of Zimbabwe</td>
<td>The Molecular Interface of the Tick and Anaplasma Marginale.</td>
<td>Susan M. Noh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Zoology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>University</th>
<th>Thesis Title</th>
<th>Major Advisor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kristy Bellinger</td>
<td>B.S.</td>
<td>Iowa State University</td>
<td>Factors Influencing the Sustainability of Pacific Rainbow Trout.</td>
<td>Patrick Andrew Carter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daryl Trumbo</td>
<td>B.S.</td>
<td>University of California, San Diego</td>
<td>Landscape Genomics and Species Range Limit Evolution of the Invasive Cane Toad (Rhinella marina) in Australia.</td>
<td>Andrew Storfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fernando Villanea</td>
<td>B.S.</td>
<td>Universidad de Costa Rica</td>
<td>Applications of Bayesian Skyline Plots and Approximate Bayesian Computation for Population Demography: A Case Study of Northern Fur Seals (Callorhinus ursinus).</td>
<td>Brian M. Kemp</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Previously awarded degree*
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
The following candidates will be presented by Dean of the Graduate School William Andrefsky.

MASTER’S DEGREES

MASTER IN TEACHING
*Stephanie Aakre  
B.A., Washington State University
*Katherine Allen  
B.A., Eastern Washington University
Jennifer Almgren  
B.A., Washington State University
*William Autrey  
B.S., Oregon State University  
B.A., Washington State University
*Amber Beardsmore  
B.A., Washington State University
*Julianna Blackmon  
B.A., Washington State University
*Katherine Boneski  
B.A., Washington State University
*Michelle Bosse  
B.A., University of Montana  
M.A., University of Louisiana at Lafayette
*Morgan Bradford  
B.A., Washington State University
*Erica Buckhalter  
B.A., Washington State University
*Jessica Bydalek  
B.S., Central Washington University
*Julia Carstensen  
B.A., Washington State University
*Jeremy Duggins  
B.S., Washington State University
*Carielle Gartner  
B.A., Portland State University
Estelle Gwinn  
B.A., Washington State University
*Michelle Haagen  
B.A., Washington State University
*Todd Hargrave  
B.S., Washington State University
*John Heasley  
B.A., Washington State University
Alexandra Hedin  
B.A., Gonzaga University
*Amy Hood  
B.A., Washington State University
*Rose Hout  
B.A., Western Washington University
*Mariah Jausoro  
B.A., Washington State University
*Kerry Jeffrey  
B.A., Washington State University
*Kelly Jensen  
B.A., Washington State University
*Aaron Johnson  
B.A., Washington State University
*Caitlyn LaChaine  
B.A., Washington State University
Michelle Lambert  
B.A., Washington State University
*Robert Larmer  
B.A., University of Washington  
M.A., Western Washington University
*Kimberly Lawrence  
B.A., Washington State University
*Lauren Lefebvre  
B.A., Pacific Lutheran University
*Jessica Lemire  
B.A., California State University, Sacramento
*Jennifer Lunsford  
B.A., Washington State University
*Cassie McCully  
B.A., Washington State University
*Owen McMullen  
B.A., Drake University
*Sidney Nelson  
B.A., Evergreen State College
*Ashley Pirrone  
B.A., Washington State University
*Rachel Reid  
B.S., Washington State University
*Sara Rodin  
B.A., Washington State University
*Bernardo Rodriguez  
B.A., Washington State University
Elizabeth Scarborough  
B.S., Washington State University
*Cameron Schmidt  
B.S., Western Washington University
*Alexis Scott  
B.S., Washington State University
*Lance Smith  
B.A., Washington State University
*Ryan Smith  
B.A., Dartmouth College
*Tracy Snider  
B.A., Washington State University
*Elizabeth Stamp  
B.A., Washington State University

Rachael Swedman  
B.A., Eastern Washington University
*Shelby Thomas  
B.A., Washington State University
*Kyle Wade  
B.A., Washington State University
*Adam Webber  
B.A., Marylhurst University
*Thad Wheatley  
B.S., Washington State University
*Lisa Witherington  
B.A., Washington State University
*Sarah Zisa  
B.A., Marylhurst University

MASTER OF ACCOUNTING
Zhen Cai  
B.A., Shaanxi Normal University
Geoffrey Gotham  
B.A., Reed College  
M.B.A., University of Washington
Feiya Lai  
B.B.A., Washington State University
Andrew Lee  
B.S., Minnesota State University
*Dominic Liberatore  
B.S., East Carolina University
Chase Slater  
B.A., Washington State University
Adam Williams  
B.A., University of Northern Colorado
Chao Yang  
B.A., Taiyuan Normal University
Xuan Zhang  
B.B.A., Washington State University

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE
*Arnold Altuna  
B.A., University of Washington
*Matthew Bardon  
B.S., Washington State University
*Lauren Cherry  
B.S., Washington State University
*Jose Hurtado Tovar  
B.A., Washington State University
Janessa Johnson  
B.S., Washington State University
*Kevin Jones  
B.S., Washington State University
Faramarz Manteghi  
Bachelor, Azad University of Tehran
*Joshua Neumann  
B.S., Washington State University

Names in the fall 2015 Commencement Program include August 2015 degree candidates and December 2015 degree candidates who met the application deadline.
The program is not a listing of those attending the ceremony. Names of May 2016 degree candidates will appear in the spring program.

*Previously awarded degree
CANDIDATES FOR ADVANCED DEGREES

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

*Steven Schmitz
  B.S., Washington State University

*Samanda Stanfield
  B.S., Washington State University

Ashley Swanson
  B.A., Western Washington University

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

*Kelsey Anderson
  B.B.A., Washington State University

*Ariel Bourbonnie
  B.A., Washington State University

*Devon Brown
  B.A., City University

*Jordan Bush
  B.A., Washington State University

*Leonel Castellano
  B.A., Washington State University

*Winny Chao
  B.A., Seattle University

*Nathan Cost
  B.B.A., Shippensburg University of Pennsylvania

*Mark Crabtree
  B.B.A., Washington State University

*Owen Cupp
  B.S., M.S., California State University, Fullerton

*Dominic Denby
  B.S., Washington State University

*Andrew Donovan
  B.S., Lewis-Clark State College

*Melanie Dooley
  B.S., Washington State University

*Caylene Eddings
  B.A., Washington State University

*Scott Eicher
  B.S., The Pennsylvania State University

*Brian Furrer
  B.S., Washington State University

*Alfonso Garza
  B.A., University of Texas-Pan American

*Jennifer Hale
  B.A., M.B.A., Washington State University

*Matthew Hanley
  B.A., Washington State University

*Indhu Imayavaramban
  B.Tech., Anna University

*Katherine Jerald
  B.B.A., University of Oregon

*Ladd Keenan
  B.B.A., University of Washington

*Blake Klingeman
  B.S., Washington State University

*Matt Leid
  B.B.A., Washington State University

*Renee Lindquist
  B.S., University of Phoenix

*Cassandra Longino
  B.B.A., Washington State University

*Joseph Mabis
  B.S., United States Naval Academy

*Alison Mackie
  B.S., University of Arizona

*Sukanya Madhavan
  B.E., Bharathiar University

*Abhilasha Manjunatha
  B.B.A., Washington State University

*John Mendenhall
  B.S., Utah Valley University

*Myrna Moren
  B.A., Western Washington University

*AlQassem Naim
  B.S., Washington State University

*Marcos Ostria
  B.S., University of North Carolina at Greensboro

*Mitchell Peterson
  B.B.A., Washington State University

*Andrew Pirie
  B.A., Washington State University

*Christina Powell
  B.B.A., Washington State University

*Ryan Pugh
  B.S., Towson University

*Kelsey Rayphole
  B.S., Illinois State University

*Jacob Redmond
  B.A., San Jose State University

*Sarah Tallon
  B.S., San Jose State University

*Theodorus Van Der Kolk
  B.S., Arizona State University

*Yuanheng Wang
  B.S., University of Nebraska at Kearney

*Edwin Webster
  B.A., University of Montana

*Fiona Wilkes
  B.S., Susquehanna University

*Nikolas Wong
  B.S., Montana State University, Billings

*Alexandria Woods
  B.B.A., Washington State University

*John Young
  B.A., Eastern Washington University

*Yuan Zhu
  B.B.A., Washington State University

*Valerie Zorn
  B.S., Upper Iowa University

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION (EXECUTIVE)

*Raquel Bono
  B.A., University of Texas-Austin

*Leonard DuCharme
  B.A., M.A., Brigham Young University

*Theresa Henning-Robarge
  B.A., Concordia University

*Matthew Kunz
  B.S., Northern Illinois University

*Jasmin Lirio
  B.A., Hofstra University

*Greg Muehlbauer
  B.B.A., Washington State University

*Elizabeth Ratcliff
  B.A., The Pennsylvania State University

*Montu Raval
  B.E., Gujarat University

*David Reardon
  B.S., Portland State University

*Adam Richards
  B.S.N., Washington State University

*Michael Simon
  B.S., Fordham University

*Justin Stevens
  B.A., Washington State University

*Sarah Tallon
  B.B.A., Washington State University

MASTER OF EDUCATION

*Raymundo Acuna-Luna
  B.A., University of Texas-Austin

*Renee Hunter
  Ed.M., Washington State University

*James Ball
  B.A., Western Washington University

*Previously awarded degree
Names in the fall 2015 Commencement Program include August 2015 degree candidates and December 2015 degree candidates who met the application deadline. The program is not a listing of those attending the ceremony. Names of May 2016 degree candidates will appear in the spring program.

Michael Bethea  
B.A., University of Nevada, Reno

*Thomas Caudle  
B.A., Pacific Lutheran University

Lynn Coyle  
B.S., Washington State University

*Jennifer Cunningham  
B.A., University of California, San Diego

Sarah Del Toro  
B.A., Western Washington University

*Charles Fleming  
B.S., Washington State University

*Rodney Harris  
B.S., University of Nevada, Las Vegas

*Meghan Hopp  
B.A., Washington State University

Cassie Irwin  
B.S., George Fox University

Megan Juzeler  
B.A., Pacific Lutheran University

*Lisa Kusche  
B.A., Western Washington University

*Lisa Larsen  
B.A., Washington State University

*Kara Lefebvre  
B.A., Washington State University

*Kimberly Macy  
B.A., Washington State University

Mahenrika Malixi  
B.A., University of California, San Diego

Jamie Mikelson  
B.A., Carroll College

*Carrie Nobles  
B.A., Central Washington University

*Claudia Pacioni  
B.S., Washington State University

*Emily Ross  
B.A., Dordt College

*Erica Ross  
B.A., Eastern Washington University

*Tiana Rowland  
B.S., Washington State University

Tim Snell  
B.A., Eastern Washington University

*Kassie Swenson  
B.S., North Dakota State University

*Zachary Tautfest  
B.S., Washington State University

*Brittany Thompson  
B.A., Eastern Washington University

*April Vonderharr  
B.A., Washington State University

Rachel Weaver  
B.A., Washington State University

**MASTER OF ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT**

Abdulqader Abduljalil  
B.S., University of Louisville

David Anthony  
B.S., University of Washington

Paul Bishop  
B.S., Embry Riddle Aeronautical University

Keith Brewer  
B.S., Gonzaga University

*James Poindexter  
B.S., Capella University

**MASTER OF FINE ARTS**

Anna Davis  
B.F.A., Western New Mexico University

Dawn Norman  
B.S., Eastern Oregon University

**MASTER OF HEALTH POLICY AND ADMINISTRATION**

Emma Henselbecker  
B.S., Clemson University

Jason Tordale  
B.S., D.V.M., Washington State University

Daniel Walker  
B.S., Brigham Young University, Idaho

**MASTER OF NURSING**

Emilie Butler  
B.S.N., Walla Walla University

*Angela Campagna  
B.S.N., University of Portland

*Amy Carter  
B.S.N., University of Portland

Danica Chadwick  
B.A., B.S., University of Washington

*Mahnaz Dadas  
B.S., Iran University of Medical Sciences

*Walter Egunza  
B.A., Daystar University

Elizabeth Gilroy  
B.S.N., Washington State University

HollyAnne Heaton  
B.S.N., Linfield College

*Cassey Jankowiak  
B.S.N., Washington State University

Elizabeth Liu  
B.S.N., Fairleigh Dickinson University, Florham Madison

*Erika Rootvik  
B.S.N., Washington State University

*Gabriel Sims  
B.S.N., Washington State University

Kaleena Trimpe  
B.S., Santa Clara University

Jimmy Truong  
B.S.N., Seattle University

*Gail Weeks  
B.S., University of Montana

*Brian Wong  
B.S., Washington State University

*Julie Zarn  
B.S., California State University, Dominguez Hills

**MASTER OF ARTS IN ANTHROPOLOGY**

Jason Chung  
B.A., California State University, Chico

Rodrigo Emmanuel De Los Santos  
Titulo, Universidad Autonoma de Yucatan

**MASTER OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION**

*Stephanie Ebreo  
B.A., Washington State University

*Min Seon Jeong  
B.A., Sookmyung Women’s University

Jiayu Li  
B.A., Beijing Institute of Graphic Communication

*Shuang Liu  
B.A., Beijing Second Foreign Language Institute

Haley Scott  
B.A., Washington State University

Clint Thomas  
B.A., Washington State University

**MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION**

Cameron Adams  
B.S., Slippery Rock University of Pennsylvania

Bruce Austin  
B.A., George Washington University

*Sarah Bin Hossan  
B.A., King Khalid University

*Michael Deaton  
B.A., Washington State University

*Previously awarded degree
CANDIDATES FOR ADVANCED DEGREES

Roy Escobar
B.S., B.Arch., Washington State University

Jennifer Hale
B.A., Washington State University

*Ann McKeirnan
B.A., Washington State University

Samantha Munson
B.A., Georgia State University
B.S., University of Capetown

Yadira Paredes
B.A., Eastern Washington University

Tess Taylor
B.A., University of Oklahoma

*Kara Winchell
B.S., Washington State University

MASTER OF ARTS IN HISTORY

*Tyler Kinsella
B.A., St Johns University

*Nyssa Runyan
B.A., Oregon State University

MASTER OF ARTS IN INTERIOR DESIGN

Ann-Jeannette Seymour
B.A., Washington State University

MASTER OF ARTS IN MUSIC

Tyson Livingston
B.A., Washington State University

Russell Schaff
B.A., Washington State University
B.A., M.S., University of Washington

MASTER OF ARTS IN SOCIOLOGY

Yikang Bai
B.A., Ningxia Agriculture University
M.A., Shandong University

Sarah Morton
B.A., University of St Francis

Heather Reyes
B.A., University of Washington

*Jordan Rinehart
B.A., West Virginia University

Jarred Williams
B.A., University of Hawaii at Manoa

MASTER OF ARTS IN SPEECH AND HEARING SCIENCES

Elizabeth Boorujy
B.A., Washington State University

MASTER OF ARTS IN STRATEGIC COMMUNICATION

Lexington Alexander
B.A., Washington State University

Rebeccah Bufford
B.S., Purdue University

Marissa Bussian
B.A., Western Washington University

Celena Canode
B.A., Washington State University
M.A., American University

*Matthew Clayton
B.A., University of Arkansas

*Katherine Coppock
B.A., Washington State University

*Kelsey Damon
B.S., University of Idaho

*Kaley Eakin
B.A., University of Washington

Morgan Elkins
B.S., Bridgewater College

Joelyn Hansen
B.A., Washington State University

*Oghoyeme Ikhalo
B.A., York University

Jennifer Kim
B.S., University of Phoenix

Jennifer Lee
B.A., Hollins College

Joanna Martens
B.A., Vanguard University

*John Morgan
B.A., Washington State University

*Thuy-Vy Nguyen
B.S., Washington State University

Maria Njeim
B.A., American University of Beirut

Lindsay Olk
B.A., California State Polytechnic University, Pomona

Brittany Parker
B.A., King College

Tais Rodriguez
B.S., Full Sail University

Ashley Safranski
B.A., Washington State University

Marisa Schoeppach
B.A., Washington State University

*Mary Senter
B.A., Washington State University

Jacqueline Southwick
B.A., Washington State University

*Courtney Stenson
B.A., Washington State University

*Wayne White
B.A., Washington State University

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURE

*Parker Byington
B.S., Brigham Young University

Christopher Elder
B.A., Western State College of Colorado

Scott Hoffman
B.S., University of Minnesota-Crookston

Benjamin Jepson
B.S., Brigham Young University

Jaimi Lambert
B.S., Washington State University
B.S., University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

Manoella Mendoza
Bachelor, Federal University of Vicosab

Jaclyn Phillips
B.A., University of Hawaii at Hilo

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ANIMAL SCIENCES

*Jennifer Kiser
B.S., Kansas State University

*Naisi Li
B.S., Washington State University

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN APPLIED ECONOMICS

*Ballav Aryal
B.S., Brigham Young University
M.S., Washington State University

Suzanne Kopan
B.S., State University of New Jersey, Rutgers University
M.S., Washington State University

William Warfel
B.A., Metropolitan State College of Denver

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGICAL AND AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING

*Yupeng Liu
B.E., China Agricultural University

Jose Martinez Fernandez
B.E., Universidad Nacional Autonomo de Mexico

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGY

Adam Damon
B.A., Cornell University

Holly Milewski
B.S., Washington State University

Kyle Taylor
B.S., Oregon State University

Alex Webb
B.A., California State University, Sacramento

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN BOTANY

*Tatton Hymas
B.S., Brigham Young University, Idaho
M.S., Washington State University

*Previously awarded degree
CANDIDATES FOR ADVANCED DEGREES

Master of Science in Chemical Engineering
Ning Yu
B.E., Dalian University of Technology

Master of Science in Chemistry
Chelsie Beck
B.S., University of West Florida
*Stephanie Conn
B.S., Central Washington University
Rolf Hermanson
B.S., University of Washington
Nathaniel Murray
B.S., Northern Arizona University
Linda Renner
B.S., Florida State University
Mirissa Smith
B.S., Philadelphia University
*Ingrid Woike
B.S., Ohio State University

Master of Science in Civil Engineering
*Anuoluwapo Arogundade
B.E., University of Ado-Ekiti
M.S., University of Lagos
Heather Baxter
B.S., Washington State University
*Elly Bulega
B.S., Whitworth University
*Veronica Carrillo Serrano
Ingeniera, De la Universidad de Cuenca
Carl Harris
B.S., Washington State University
Ryan Hull
B.S., George Fox University
*Ahmad Kamyab
B.S., Kabul University
*James LaFave
B.S., Washington State University
Xiangrui Li
B.S., Washington State University
Sara Loftus
B.S., Washington State University
*Evan Olszko
B.S., Washington State University
Amy Speargas
B.A., University of Maryland Baltimore County
*Lai Tran
B.S., Washington State University

Master of Science in Computer Engineering
Miralem Cosic
B.S., Washington State University
Ehsan Mohandesi
B.S., Shiraz University
M.S., University of Tehran
Shwetha Niddodi
B.E., Visveswaraiyah Technological University

Master of Science in Computer Science
Tanvi Ashwarya
B.Tech., National Institute of Technology Raipur
*Tara Gibson
B.S., George Fox University
Tai Nguyen
B.E., Vietnamese National University
*Evan Olds
B.S., Washington State University

Master of Science in Coordinated Program in Dietetics, Nutrition, and Exercise Physiology
*Shrell Brown
B.S., Washington State University
*Stefanie Bennett
B.S., Washington State University
Kalica Chase
B.S., Central Washington University
*Caitlyn Cordrey
B.S., Washington State University
*Sarah Debbe
B.S., Washington State University
*Brenda Flaherty
B.S., Messiah College
B.S., The Pennsylvania State University
*Kathryn Forsell
B.S., Central Washington University
Mary Gross
B.S., University of Pittsburgh
*Pui Lam Ho
B.S., Washington State University, Spokane
*Nicole Inglesby
B.S., Washington State University
Aleksy Korenkov
B.S., Washington State University
*Anne-Ellie Light
B.S., University of California, Davis
*Therese Martinez
B.S., Western Washington University
Lindsay Nakamura
B.S., Washington State University
*Lauren Puhek
B.S., Washington State University
*Jennifer Reeves
B.S., Central Washington University
*Karen Robb
B.S., Central Missouri State University
B.S., University of Central Missouri
Emily Rosenbaum
B.S., Boise State University
*Taylor Simon
B.S., University of Montana
Hannah Sullivan
B.S., University of South Dakota, Vermillion
Olivia Terris
B.S., Linfield College
Margaret Walser
B.S., Washington State University
*Erica Yoder
B.S., Whitworth University
*Sara Young
B.S., Bastyr University

Master of Science in Crop Science
*Elizabeth Elmore
B.A., Kansas State University
Cedric Habiyaremye
Ingenieur Agronome, Higher Institute of Agriculture

Master of Science in Electrical Engineering
Kaylyn Cassens
B.S., Washington State University
*Sayonsom Chanda
B.Tech., National Institute of Technology
Leslie Corson
B.S., Washington State University
Evan Juras
B.S., Montana Tech of the University of Montana
*Zijie Lin
B.E., Wuhu University
Arvind Mallikeswaran
B.E., Anna University
*Benjamin Edward Nappoly
B.E., Anna University
Peter Osheroff
B.S., Washington State University
Guillermo Ramirez-Conejo
B.E., M.S., Technological Institute of Celaya

Names in the fall 2015 Commencement Program include August 2015 degree candidates and December 2015 degree candidates who met the application deadline.
The program is not a listing of those attending the ceremony. Names of May 2016 degree candidates will appear in the spring program.

*Previously awarded degree
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>University/Institute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Younes Sangsefidi</td>
<td>B.S., M.S.</td>
<td>Iran University of Science &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tushar</td>
<td>B.Tech., National Institute of Technology</td>
<td>Kurukshetra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venkatesh Venkataramanan</td>
<td>B.E.</td>
<td>Anna University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Tarik Wahidi</td>
<td>B.S., Kabul University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lu Zhang</td>
<td>B.E., Southwest University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M.S., Beijing Jiaotong University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Han Zhao</td>
<td>B.E., North China Electric Power University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saleh Ziaeinejad</td>
<td>B.S., M.S.</td>
<td>Iran University of Science &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MASTERS OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Gamble</td>
<td>B.S., California State University, Monterey Bay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gasim Muntasir Eltayeb Ibrahim</td>
<td>B.S., University of Khartoum</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M.S., Loughborough University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*YiPeng Zhou</td>
<td>B.E., Beijing Institute of Petrochemical Technology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MASTERS OF SCIENCE IN ENTOMOLOGY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth D’Auria</td>
<td>B.S., State University of New York, College of Environmental Science and Forestry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Finitzer</td>
<td>B.A., University of California, Berkeley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janet Lane</td>
<td>B.S., University of Washington</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conor O’Leary</td>
<td>B.S., University of Maryland at College Park</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MASTERS OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yasir Abduljaleel</td>
<td>B.E., Al-Mustansiriya University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Wael Alrikabi</td>
<td>B.A., Al-Mustansiriya University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quentin Baret</td>
<td>Licence, EPF Ecole d’Ingénieurs - Sceaux</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Towsif Bhuiyan</td>
<td>B.S., Jahangimagar University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vincent McIntyre</td>
<td>B.S., Washington State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denis Mehningic</td>
<td>B.S., Washington State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Drew Polley</td>
<td>B.S., Washington State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Joseph Smith</td>
<td>B.S., The Pennsylvania State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MASTERS OF SCIENCE IN ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jon Anderson</td>
<td>B.S., Washington State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meagan Burnet</td>
<td>B.S., Washington State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitney Hassett</td>
<td>B.S., University of Hawaii at Manoa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Sampson</td>
<td>B.S., Montana State University, Bozeman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shaun Weldon</td>
<td>B.S., Western Washington University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Jessica Zemaitis</td>
<td>B.S., Washington State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MASTERS OF SCIENCE IN FOOD SCIENCE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Beckman</td>
<td>B.S., University of Idaho</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Emily Fleischman</td>
<td>B.S., Emory University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Sravya Kallu</td>
<td>B.Tech., Osmania University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chongjun Li</td>
<td>Bachelor, East China University of Science and Technology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B.S., University of Idaho</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indira Mohanty</td>
<td>B.S., Utkal University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Katherine Sandoval</td>
<td>B.S., Washington State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Kimberly White</td>
<td>B.S., Hobart and William Smith Colleges</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Jialing Yuan</td>
<td>B.S., Northwest University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MASTERS OF SCIENCE IN GEOLOGY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Cahoon</td>
<td>B.S., University of Delaware</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan McKinley</td>
<td>B.S., Washington State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Brian Spall</td>
<td>B.S., University of Wyoming</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Jennipher Von Stauffenberg</td>
<td>B.S., University of Florida</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Da Wang</td>
<td>B.S., China University of Geosciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MASTERS OF SCIENCE IN HORTICULTURE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nadia Valverdi</td>
<td>Ingenieria Agronoma, Universida Nacional de Catamarca</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MASTERS OF SCIENCE IN MATERIALS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dishary Banerjee</td>
<td>B.Tech., West Bengal University of Technology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lu Chen</td>
<td>B.E., Soochow University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craig Owen</td>
<td>B.S., Washington State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaolin Wang</td>
<td>B.E., Sichuan University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MASTERS OF SCIENCE IN MATHEMATICS</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Candace Chappelle</td>
<td>B.S., Central Washington University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beiyu Lin</td>
<td>B.S., Shanghai Maritime University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M.S., State University of New York, State University at Stony Brook</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silvia Madrid Jaramillo</td>
<td>Titulo, La Universidad Nacional Autonoma de Mexico</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M.S., University of Arizona</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason-Edward McEnerney</td>
<td>B.S., Washington State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexa Serrato</td>
<td>B.S., Harvey Mudd College</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Katherine Tetrick</td>
<td>B.S., Montana Tech of the University of Montana</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Spitamen Yarmukhamedov</td>
<td>B.S., Samarkand State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamzeh Zbib</td>
<td>B.S., Washington State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M.S., University of Idaho</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MASTERS OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biniyam Bati</td>
<td>B.E., Bahir Dar University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samia Saeed Fadil</td>
<td>B.S., Garyounis University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juan Bautista Garate</td>
<td>B.E., Universidad De Buenos Aires</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M.S., Buenos Aires Technology Institute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jian Geng</td>
<td>B.E., Dong Hua University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra James</td>
<td>B.S., Washington State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Marshall</td>
<td>B.S., Portland State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Howard McDonald</td>
<td>B.S., Eastern Oregon University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cristina Rodrigues</td>
<td>B.S., Washington State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle Saari</td>
<td>B.S., Washington State University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Previously awarded degree
CANDIDATES FOR ADVANCED DEGREES

Names in the fall 2015 Commencement Program include August 2015 degree candidates and December 2015 degree candidates who met the application deadline. The program is not a listing of those attending the ceremony. Names of May 2016 degree candidates will appear in the spring program.

Anthony Saucedo  
B.S., Washington State University

Harrison Scarborough  
B.S., Washington State University

Jie Zhou  
B.A., M.S., Xinjiang University

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MOLECULAR BIOSCIENCES  
*Jesus Garcia-Nunez  
B.S., California State University, Bakersfield

Sarah Hof  
B.S., University of Wisconsin-Eau Claire

*Chromewell Agustin Mojica  
B.S., University of The Philippines at Los Banos

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN NATURAL RESOURCE SCIENCES  
Tiffany Baker  
B.A., University of Idaho

*Charles Borrego  
B.S., Oregon State University

Timothy Taylor  
B.A., University of Great Falls

Steven Woodley  
B.S., Washington State University

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS  
*Hamdah Alanazi  
B.S., King Faisal University

Thomas Bersano  
B.S., Illinois Wesleyan University

*Krystal Kasal  
B.S., University of Missouri, St Louis

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PLANT BIOLOGY  
Jeffrey Ritter  
B.A., B.S., Washington State University

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PLANT PATHOLOGY  
*Leslie Holland  
B.S., New Mexico State University

Teresa Jardini  
B.S., University of California, Davis

Staci Koberstein  
B.A., Gonzaga University

*Elizabeth Kramer  
B.A., University of Washington

Spencer Marshall  
B.S., Indian River Community College

Stacy Mauzy  
B.S., California State University, Monterey Bay

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PREVENTION SCIENCE  
Senait Tekle  
B.A., University of Portsmouth

M.A., University of Westminster

Jason Wheeler  
B.S., Portland State University

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN PSYCHOLOGY  
Abigail Brewer  
B.A., Western State College of Colorado

Irina Kobzar  
B.S., Hawaii Pacific University

*Christa Simon  
B.S., Southern Oregon University

Alexandra Stubblefield  
B.S., University of North Carolina at Charlotte

Joseph Tse  
B.S., University of Toronto

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SOIL SCIENCE  
Kisusan Khati  
B.S., Tribhuvan University

Megan Reese  
B.S., University of California, Davis

*Bethany Wolters  
B.S., University of Tennessee at Martin

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SPEECH AND HEARING SCIENCES  
*Anna Behmer  
B.A., Hastings College

Alyse Lee  
B.A., University of Montana

Natasha Pavoggi  
B.A., Northern Arizona University

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN STATISTICS  
*Pavan Kumar Reddy Dhanireddy  
B.S., Acharya NG Ranga Agricultural University

M.S., University of Arizona

*Bing Han  
B.A., Dongbei University of Finance & Economics

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN VETERINARY SCIENCE  
Alexis Campbell  
B.S., University of Idaho

D.V.M., Washington State University

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ZOOLOGY  
Richard Berl  
B.A., University of Delaware

Jamie Gehring  
B.S., Kansas State University

*Matthew Kruger  
B.S., Washington State University

Kimberly Rigano  
B.S., Florida Institute of Technology

Sarah Wanamaker  
B.S., University of Vermont

PROFESSIONAL SCIENCE MASTERS IN MOLECULAR BIOSCIENCES  
Kent Bloodsworth  
B.S., Washington State University

Kristina Hoffman  
B.S., Wake Forest University

Wendi Russac  
B.S., University of Washington

*Previously awarded degree
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
The following candidates will be presented by Dean of the Graduate School William Andrefsky.

GRADUATE CERTIFICATES

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN HEALTH-ASSISTIVE SMART ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN
*Bryan Minor
B.S., Washington State University
*Carolyn Parsley
B.S., M.S., Washington State University

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN BIOETHICS
*Jessica Motz
B.S., East Tennessee State University

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN BUSINESS ANALYTICS
*Kelsey Anderson
B.B.A., Washington State University
*Ariel Bourbonnie
B.A., Washington State University
*Dominic Denby
B.S., Washington State University
*Andrew Donovan
B.S., Lewis-Clark State College
*Melanie Dooley
B.S., Washington State University
*Carly Eddings
B.A., Washington State University
*Matthew Hanley
B.A., Washington State University
*Indhu Imayavaramban
B.Tech., Anna University
*Mitchell Peterson
B.B.A., Washington State University
*Zhan Shi
B.B.A., Washington State University
*Chelsea Trefren
B.A., Washington State University
*Yuancheng Wang
B.S., University of Nebraska at Kearney

*Alexandria Woods
B.B.A., Washington State University
*Yuan Zhu
B.B.A., Washington State University

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN FINANCES
*Nathan Cost
B.B.A., Shippensburg University of Pennsylvania
*Owen Cupp
B.S., M.S., California State University, Fullerton
*Katherine Jerald
B.B.A., University of Oregon
*Myrna Moren
B.A., Western Washington University
*Marcos Ostria
B.S., University of North Carolina at Greensboro
*Ryan Pugh
B.S., Towson University
*Gregory Smith
B.S., M.S., University of Texas-Austin
*Mike Tinoco
B.S., University of Phoenix
*Theodorus Antonius Johannes Van Der Kolk Jr.
B.S., Arizona State University
*Nikolas Wong
B.S., Montana State University, Billings

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
*Alison Mackie
B.S., University of Arizona
*Michael Rowe
B.S., Embry Riddle Aeronautical University

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN MARKETING
*Kelsey Rayphole
B.S., Illinois State University
*Jordan Strausbaugh
B.S., University of Pittsburgh
*Valerie Zorn
B.S., Upper Iowa University

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN NUCLEAR ENGINEERING
Alexandra James
B.S., Washington State University

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN NURSE EDUCATOR
Emilie Butler
B.S.N., Walla Walla University

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Olanli Balogun
B.S., Delaware State University
M.S., Purdue University
Lynn Strub
B.S., Washington State University

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN PROTEIN BIOTECHNOLOGY
Kimberly Cotton
B.S., Pacific Lutheran University
Emily Davenport
B.S., M.S., Iowa State University of Science and Technology
*Stacy Martin
B.S., Trinity College

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN REPRODUCTIVE BIOLOGY
*Alexis Campbell
B.S., University of Idaho
D.V.M., Washington State University

GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE
Kendra Jernigan
B.A., B.S., Abilene Christian University
M.S., Texas A & M University
*Jaimi Lambert
B.S., University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign
B.S., Washington State University
*Judith Wait
B.A., University of California, Berkeley
Master, Southern Oregon University

*Previously awarded degree
CANDIDATES FOR PROFESSIONAL DEGREES

CARSON COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Michael James Anderson
Mikal D. Anderson
Cory Briggs
Matthew Jon Burhart
Venkata Ramana Chamarthy
Kathryn Michelle Conklin
Antonio Cotero-Martinez
Victoria Davila
Barnali Dey
Kelly Matthew Durrett
Thomas Lee Elhart
Natasha Madison Epstein
Matthew Brian Flynn
Manuel Alejandro Garcia
Ajay Kumar Gopal
Matthew David Gray
Claudia Alexandra Greenwald
Trevor Alan Hall
Anna Sue Hirz
Donald Lewis Hofer
Maung Htut
Kenneth Joseph Hunziker
Curtis Scott Hyland
Timothy John Kamerud
Namhee Kim
Jonathen Carter Kocker
Adam Christopher Kornbau
Timothy James Leybold
Cody James McGee
Svetlana Mitereva
Sanjey Bobby Noriega
Jack Charles Rickey Jr.
Michael Thomas Riley
Steven Aaron Roemer
Justin Michael Ruley
Mariafernanda Salazar
Edna Camila Senel
Megan Amalia Smith
Mathieu Andrew Stark
Puneet Thapar
Jennifer Marie Tobin
Arne Vogt
Quentin Wagner
Tamara Lynne Wells
Reinard Winata
Sherien Sami Youssef
Ali A. Zbib

COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

DOCTOR OF PHARMACY
*Adelaide Twum-Ampofo

COLLEGE OF VETERINARY MEDICINE

DOCTOR OF VETERINARY MEDICINE
Shannon Elizabeth McBride

Names in the fall 2015 Commencement Program include August 2015 degree candidates and December 2015 degree candidates who met the application deadline. The program is not a listing of those attending the ceremony. Names of May 2016 degree candidates will appear in the spring program.

*Previously awarded degree
CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE DEGREES
CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURAL, HUMAN, AND NATURAL RESOURCE SCIENCES

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURAL FOOD SYSTEMS
Erin Elizabeth Greene
Allie Joanna Kiehn
Jared Thomas Kummer
*Judson Daniel Lynch
Michelle Nicole Reid
*Traven Aero Smith
Simon Pieter Vlas
Brent Roland Weisse
Neil H. Wood

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ANIMAL SCIENCES
Emily Iola Beebe
Ashalynn Elizabeth Bilton-Smith
Joseph William Britt
*Megan Ann Cihak
Natassia M. Cornelia
Kristin Daniels
Taylor Nicole Esvelt
Ashley R. Gardipe
Alicia Nicole Guenthner
*Sadie Anne Hanks
Alexis Hazelwood
—Magna Cum Laude
Jeremy George Hemmer
*Akilah Celeste Henderson
Desirae Christine Holdt
*Alyson Irene Huckins
*Kaitlyn Elizabeth Huff
Kayla Monique Hufford
Amanda Elizabeth Jaussaud
Jacqueline Danice Jones
*Tara Jo Quinton
*Erika Ashley Randall
*Angela Lynn Reitmeier
Emily Schmautz
Alexandra Lynn Solberg
Haley Belle Thayer
*Jessica Ann Yamaura

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN APPAREL, MERCHANDISING, AND TEXTILES
*Amanda Catelynne Anderson
—Magna Cum Laude
Kira Alexandra Bottles
—Cum Laude
Athina Maria Brown
Jacob Scott Click
*Kendall Brooke Culton
*Emily Christine Damente
Nicole Rene Davis
Kalee Grace Esser
Natalie Jeanette Evangelisti
*Kristopher Allen Fenton
Allyssa Barrett Fierstein
*Kaitlin May Geiger
*Emily Ann Haberman
Taylor Renee Hegerberg
—Cum Laude
Lauren Christine Hudson
Danielle Briana Huse
*Stephanie Ann Jones
Brionna Renee Junell
—Cum Laude
*Beverly Wanjiru Kariuki
—Cum Laude
*Cassandra Kennedy Knies
Berett Ashely Laabs
*Hannah Sowder Lee
*Adair Jacobi Millard
*Grasiola Ocampo
*Amber H. Riller
Amanda Mekenzi Rutter
*Emily Shea Satran
*Trevor James Seliber
Elise Michelle Shae
Megan Lucia Thompson
*Morgan Elizabeth Washburn
*Jacob Daniel Zottoli

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ECONOMIC SCIENCES
Ahmed Al-Ghazali
*Michelle Aylard
Michael Christopher Baer
*Beau D. Bremer
Kevin Chou
Trevor M. Clarkson
—Cum Laude
Raphael Couture Grondin
Trent James Davis
Thomas A. Dunklee
*Gregory James Elgin
*Scott Robert Engberg
*Zachary Evans
Spencer Good
*Andre Jui Huang Hsieh
Jason Connor McClain
Jordan Carlton Rebelos
Alex Richard Ruzicka
Riley Martin Seeger
—Cum Laude
Justin Tyler Shiver
*Wai Yan Siu
—Cum Laude
Kevin Joseph Spiva
*Tyler Hawkins Stanton
Karson Michelle Taylor
—Magna Cum Laude
Lan Zhang
Tyler John Zissel

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN FOOD SCIENCE
Ashley Nicole Brennan
*Patricia Flores
Nicholas Lee Rivera

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
Hanna Tammire Abaata
*Ilona Valeriy Arbusov
—Summa Cum Laude
*Rianna Marie Arnold
Alexandria Nicole Aschoff
*Alyssa S. Ballantyne

*Marissa Mary Ballard
*Mary Jessica Barker
*Gary Paul Barquet
*Corissa Jo Ann Bearstto
—Cum Laude
Tasha Marie Bell
*Molly Suzanne Bergstrom
Viktoria S. Bogdanov
—Magna Cum Laude
Sandra Bordea
Cassia Ann Brennan
*Stacey Elizabeth Brentin
—Cum Laude
Eduardo Camacho
*Tara-Beth Maureen Crowder
Jessica L. Eyer
—Summa Cum Laude
Esméralda Farias-Govea
*Mackenzie Rae Fisher
—Cum Laude
*Naoimi Frein
—Magna Cum Laude
*Ivon Garcia Gonzalez
*Kelley Lisa Gemmell
*Samantha Marie George
*Cristina Gonzalez
*Kylie B. Granado
*Sirena T. Haddock
—Magna Cum Laude
*Cheyenne Elizabeth Hanshaw
*Amanda Marie Harding
*Carissa Leeanne Harris
Meagan Healy
—Magna Cum Laude
Erin Hutchinson
—Summa Cum Laude
Kaitlyn Elizabeth Jacobs
Paloma Jimenez
*Antonia Marie Kirksey
—Cum Laude
*Amy Nicole Knoetzel
Han Beet Kwak
*Jessica Renee Long
Yingchuan Luo
Vanessa Marroquin
—Magna Cum Laude

Names in the Fall 2015 Commencement Program include August 2015 degree candidates and December 2015 degree candidates who met the application deadline.
The program is not a listing of those attending the ceremony. Names of May 2016 degree candidates will appear in the spring program.

*Previously awarded degree
Somer Rache Martinson
Kaitlin Ruth Mattson
Wilander
*Jamilet Nerell
—Cum Laude
*Rayna Ann Notareschi
*Tori Kristin Osteraa
*Shannon Marie Paglia
*Jean Mae Powell
—Cum Laude
Genevieve Jaree Pullum
Lindy Marie Reich
*Emily Rae Reichlin
—Magna Cum Laude
*Andrew Jordan Reyes
Melissa Reyling
*Rebecca Joy Rogers
—Magna Cum Laude
*Alexandrea Nicole Ronfield
*Amanda Nicole Rosales
*Elise Michelle Salmon
Melissa Jesenia Santana Contreras
*Jennifer LeAnne Schmidt
*Autumn Lynn Seely
*Christina Marie Sells
*Desiree Davanh Silapaxay
*Karina Silva Garcia
Janet Mae Simonson
—Summa Cum Laude
Brittany C. Smathers
*Sarah Jean-Marie Smith
*Ana Bertha Soto
*Kendall Anne Stead
Kathryn Ann Stephenson
*Scarlet Ruth Gabrielle Story-Hollis
—Cum Laude
*Katherine Rose Stovicek
*Courtney Liesbeth Else Stute
*Dayna Jean Talley
*Morgan Linnea Tompkins
*Courtney Arlene Traphagen
—Magna Cum Laude
*Kaylene Elizabeth Tyndall
*Natasha La’Vette Washington
*Melissa Lynn Watson
*Jordan White
Alex Nicole White
Crystal Ann Whitlock
*Aisling Glenna Wiles
Deborah Suzanne Witt
Yingting Xia

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN INTEGRATED PLANT SCIENCES
David Balsz
Kenton Dennis Brunson
Kaitlyn Lintz Carpenter
Austin Evan Christensen
Nicholas C. Dodds
—Magna Cum Laude
Matthew Raymond Elkins
Gracen Alba Gonzalez
John Michael Grubb
*Jakob Charles Hammer
Fan Hin Henny Hung
*Brooke Alayne Kietzman
Brett Lawrence Larzalere
Madison Paige Lyons
Nicholas Joel Mackay
—Magna Cum Laude

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NATURAL RESOURCE SCIENCES
*Janelle Jean Badger
—Magna Cum Laude
Rachel Anne Buzzelle
Brendan John Byrne
Robert Dexter Dornon
Daniel Marvin Duncan
Ryan David Lemery
Nicholas Skottowe Miller
*Tia Renee Monzingo
*Chad William Uskoski
*Andrea Suzanne Watts
Kasey Michael Way

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ANTHROPOLOGY
*Michelle D. Bielas
*LaChelle Marie Bledsoe
Heather Nicole Cretsinger
*Ashley Renae Fryer
—Cum Laude
*Kirstie Mae Hayes
Robert Lane Hubbard
—Magna Cum Laude
*Laura Victoria Johnson
—Magna Cum Laude
Samantha Lagge
*Patrick Alan Lathrop
Marie C. Lietz
Evan Roland Moodie
Todd Dale Murchison
Maria Peden
Dylan Michael Perry
Taylor Brynn Saunders
Andrew James Schenk
Taelor Shepard
John Dean Wells III

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ASIAN STUDIES
Ashleigh Rene Chiasson

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOLOGY
*Musa Aboutalep
Nahom Abraha
*Noor Alaa Aly
Tess Olivia Anderson
—Cum Laude
Charles Marion Barrows
*Jack Baskin-Sherman
*Abigail Jill Bennett
—Cum Laude
Julian Cassiel Bennett Ponsford
Kyle Aaron Bradley
*Jaclyn Ellen Brain
*Brandy Dee Butts
*Anthony Geno Cacchiotti
*Theresa Lynne Cermak
—Magna Cum Laude
*Jacob Kashi Cha
Jacob Giles Chappell
Brandon James Clem
—Magna Cum Laude
*Sabrita A. Cohen
—Magna Cum Laude
James Frederick Daelio
Sandy Thi Dang
Nicholas Dawson
—Magna Cum Laude
Mattias Kristian Dilling
—Magna Cum Laude
*Chloe Ann Dugger
*Trevor L. Dupree
Kristina Lea Freisz
Sedale Jordan Garcia
Daniel Kenneniah Gillock
—Cum Laude

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

*Marilyn Nicole Macy
—Cum Laude
*Allen Dean Noble
Joseph Clarke Sperry
Ryan Powers Strom
Edward Lazelle Thomas
Zara Breeze York
Zackery Bryan Zobrist

*Previously awarded degree
Melinda Mae Mantooth  
—Magna Cum Laude
Katie Martin
Stephen Matthew Matson
Jose Saldana Mejia  
—Cum Laude
Breanna Ambie Miller  
*Jessica Nicole Morales
Matthew E. Nasrallah  
*Negar Nematian  
—Magna Cum Laude
Heather Kanya Ou
Johanna Mae Pantig
*Alyssa Lynn Payne  
—Summa Cum Laude
Jonathan Lee Phillips  
*Saje Elise Renn
Courtney Erin Riler
*Catherine Alise Robinson
*Olivia Mireya Rodriguez
*Alexandra Teodora Russ
*Tiffany Grace Sakamoto
*Liliana Salazar  
—Summa Cum Laude
Nick Timothy Sarkinen
*Kelsey Marie Smith
*Kelly Lynne Steffy
*Karl Andrew Stevens
Mitchell Tetschner  
—Magna Cum Laude
Nicolai Thomas Tweten
Melody Nicole Walden
*Alec Austin Webbenhurst
Kira Kay Woods
*Maksim Yefimov

**BACHELOR OF ARTS IN **COMPARATIVE ETHNIC STUDIES

*Bruce Laurent Etherton
Danisha Shante Lee
*BACHELOR OF ARTS IN **CRIMINAL JUSTICE AND CRIMINOLOGY

* Lorena G. Alvarez
*Kayla Marie Anderson
Lisa Arlene Ariss  
—Magna Cum Laude
Jacob William Barcroft  
—Summa Cum Laude
*Sarah Frances Bock
Ashley Anne Bossi  
—Magna Cum Laude
*Leah Marie Bowie
Tyler Thomas Brewer
*Jasmine Janai Brinson
Alicia April Brown
Courtney Blair Burdett
*Steven Burns
Thomas Jamie Carey
*Sarah Anne Chavez
Lindsey Rae Clark  
—Magna Cum Laude
Edgar L. Corado
Zachary Allen Davies
*Mercedes Maria De Vega
Joseph Steven DeGroot
Phoebe Harriet Denning
Anthony Christopher Devies
Thomas A. Fossedal
Doug Keith Fransham
*Ashley Alexandria Fuentes
Kimberly Anai Gallardo
*Gabriela Godinez
Kellen McClain Griffitts  
—Cum Laude
*Myles E. Gyorke
Hannah Hanley
Kimberlee Herren  
—Summa Cum Laude
Therese Santos José
Jacqueline Kerrigan-Prew  
—Cum Laude

*Brandon Alexander Kibler
Owen Sparman Kilfoyle
*Eric Jun Kim
*Shelby Storm Krumbach
Anthony Larios
*Maria Guadalupe Mazcorro
Kirk Charles McClain
*Kellie McClintock
Sarah Jo McCormick
Crystal Eileen Mertes
Brooke Katherine Miller
Darren Keith Mitchell Jr.
*Rachel Elizabeth-Laurine Muehlenbruch
Marven Nashed
Shannon Leigh Normandin
*Matthew Edward Nugent
*Jackie M. Nye
William Eugene Orgeron
McCennah Rae Parsons
*Nicholas Scott Potvin
*Riley Michael Quinn
Lauren M. Roach
Lisa Danielle Roseburg
Kylee Deann Runyan  
—Magna Cum Laude
Tiffany Elizabeth Shore  
—Magna Cum Laude
Jennifer Snyder
Elizabeth Ann Stoll
*Travis Michael Stone
Kyle Martin Strand
Ryan Lyle Strong  
—Magna Cum Laude
*Ryan Michael Sullivan
Teri Leigh Thompson
Christian Tovar
*Sam Mckenzie Trickey
Lauren Nicole Valdes
*Selina Villagomez
Ellen Michael Walker
*Cole Bennett Watkins
Blythe Nicole Wesley
Signe Rachel Wesley  
—Cum Laude

Casey William Wilander  
—Magna Cum Laude
Dominique Carlton Williams
Brierra Monet Winfrey
Amy Dawn Wycoff
Evan Tyler Young

**BACHELOR OF ARTS IN **DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY AND CULTURE

Daniel Robert Asbridge  
—Magna Cum Laude
Leah E. Baird  
—Cum Laude
Cole Raymond Benak
Jason Shane Berry
—Magna Cum Laude
Angela E. Bonner
—Summa Cum Laude
*Colleen Roisin Burke
*Caleb Montgomery Carroll  
—Summa Cum Laude
Nathan James Champion
—Magna Cum Laude
*Alexandria Jene Chang
Kathryn Jean Christopher
Robin Michelle Conroy
Janelle Villanueva Cortez
Jacob Mathew DeLeon
Robert Karl Ditty
*Araceli Fuentes
Jordan Casey Gonzales
*Jalisa Harris
—Cum Laude
*Kristine Hategan
*Jenna Jane Hayden
Bryce Allen Henthorn
Ellyn Leigh Howard
Elliott Daniel Hylton
*Daniel Stewart Jacobs
Kelsey Elise Johnson
Alyssa Korinke
—Cum Laude
Rebecca Lai
—Cum Laude
John Colton Loveridge  
—Magna Cum Laude
Mengxuan Ma
Kenneth David Marshall II

Names in the Fall 2015 Commencement Program include August 2015 degree candidates and December 2015 degree candidates who met the application deadline.

The program is not a listing of those attending the ceremony. Names of May 2016 degree candidates will appear in the spring program.

*Previously awarded degree
Ellen L. Mihelich
—Cum Laude

cody william moncur
—magna cum laude

*nicholas andrew moore
andy lou nguyen

katelyn michelle orum
jacob nicholas oster

jesse hummel pearson
emily morgan perez

kamrin kaylee peterson
*christina gabriella postma

keneth lee reeves

shanee lee sanders
—summa cum laude

david nicholas seaman
—cum laude

*jennifer helen shroy
—cum laude

*stanley dustin speer
*nathan kyle taylor

katheryn maya tufts
*joshua john wagner
—magna cum laude

justin wayne williams
andrew davis wiswall

bachelor of science in earth and environmental science

emily marie bahus
—cum laude

alexander david clarke
yuiliya farris

kristen aleen hunt
ashley jean lango

nicholas william morgenstern
joshua william morman

danil louis nash-mendez
helan ann vogel
—summa cum laude

bachelor of arts in english

nicole leah antonacci
—cum laude

kimberly paige batson
—magna cum laude

*regan mackenzie bell
alyssa a. benson

danielle kathleen blumhardt
—cum laude

sydney marie bushnell
maria guadalupe carrillo
damion alexander james clark
dessa michelle cole
baylee melcine dunkel
jedediah pinas fernandez
teresa mae fine whittington
—summa cum laude

sierra ashlee gentleman
laurel frances gray
cassandra helen halleck
leanna jean hanika
—summa cum laude

william francis kendall
brandon mark mclellan
—magna cum laude

*charissa mae moran

gary lee nelson
—magna cum laude

*kady marie newman
alex david noble
emily fern noyes
—summa cum laude

*ryan robertolson
madison powell

*lucia reyes

*krislon nanette rhynes
—cum laude

*lindsey elizabeth riley

sarah shipman
—magna cum laude

emanuel tejeda
 brianna marie tellackson
maryann utterback
—summa cum laude

brett j. ward
claire nicole welch

*michael lee williams
—magna cum laude

*maria alicia young

bachelor of science in environmental science

jeremy lee baarsma
beren bjorn christiansen
—summa cum laude

*dora benita hernandez

aron duane karlsen
ava francis king

nicholas lee miller
mam marie njie
*kelela wubeshet

bachelor of arts in fine arts

malamatenia lynn apostle
*kathryn oshay brown

*susan lyn cannarella
—magna cum laude

madison mae goodwin

jennifer laura green

brianna ray hoefer

*gilbert rashaun johnson

*krista marie lizardi

*riva liane muehlbauer

*virgilia meree turnbull

bachelor of fine arts

mary breynyn colombo

patrick j. henry

bachelor of arts in foreign languages and cultures

amelia lynette barhanovich
—cum laude

osvaldo jacob benitez alcantara

amber nicole gale
—summa cum laude

brenton allan griffin
—magna cum laude

boomin kim

jaclyn summer logsdon
—magna cum laude

laura elizabeth macfarlane
*juan ernesto mata

*andrew omar maycumber

erik martin padilla

philip benjamin pitts
—summa cum laude

*devon arabella seymour
—magna cum laude

amelia diane student
—cum laude

*olivia jean swindler
—cum laude

colin michael walters
—cum laude

*tyler scott whitford
jeffrey ryan wilson

bachelor of science in geology

caleb andrew grant
daniel steven kelly

isabel mendez

robert richard poppe

*kellie taylor wall
—summa cum laude

*aiden james walsh

bachelor of arts in history

*marielle helen abbott

*jordan wellington badinger

*megan ann beebe
—cum laude

tanner l. bengt

thomas dines breckenridge

*carter jon carlson

evan robinson carrell

marco a. chavez

shannon rochelle corbin

*tyler o. danby

angelica rose deyott
—cum laude

*levi blake gentry

nicole lynn graybill

michael allen hopp

jordon jeffrey jacobson

*michael jerome jensen

allysa marie johnson

james dalglish kerman
—cum laude

*alexandra marjory kruize

*vincent richard langer

naseem omar mehyar

*susanne janet mayer

jacob dennis miltenberger

connor michael nelson

donavon lee novotny

kaitlyn christine noyes

maria susanna orduno

owen william perry

jeremy james ryan

*aleigh esther elisabeth see

* previous awarded degree
CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

Names in the Fall 2015 Commencement Program include August 2015 degree candidates and December 2015 degree candidates who met the application deadline. The program is not a listing of those attending the ceremony. Names of May 2016 degree candidates will appear in the spring program.

*Previously awarded degree

**BACHELOR OF ARTS IN HUMANITIES**
Taylor Cole Anderson
Elizabeth Marie Arnold
—Cum Laude
Adam Bakken
—Cum Laude
*Jared Daniel Belsvig
Traci Christine Bigelow
—Summa Cum Laude
Chantelle D. Boileau
*Bethany Anne Brown
Jason MacCallum Brown
Samantha Marie Brown
*Danielle Monique Caldwell
—Cum Laude
Phillip Anthony Carbajal
Carl Edwin Kurt Carlson
Taylor Anne Carlson
*Jocelyn T. Cole
—Summa Cum Laude
Riley Gerald Cooper
Elyse Cottle
Dustin Alexander Davis
*Jana Alexandria Divis
*Preston Louis Elzey
*Lidija Mika Farler
Talia Karen Goughnour
—Summa Cum Laude
*James Cyril Greer
*Alexander Scott Hagstrom
*Courtney Danielle Hammer
*Christopher Hsu
Marshall Jeffrey Huff
Luxi Jiang
Margaret Elise Lale
Kyle Matthew Lappano
Nicholas Charles Larson
*Brett Andrew McDonald
*Kevin Eugene McKenzie
Ivan Paul McLennan
Kyler Robert Meek
Keani Meier Kreienbaum
*Ariana Meza
Craighton Joel Miller
Heather Caluanaun Nunez
Jamie Parks
*Shelby Tate Preisler
Billy Ray Reeves II
*Alyx Ann Robinson
Anna Marie Rockey
*Emma Frances Romo
—Magna Cum Laude
Jerhime David Sanders
*Vanessa Lee Sing
Baylee Cole Sinner
*Jenna Ralene Syverson
Kelli Brynn Taylor
Julie Anne Twiggs
Chloe Pearl Domingo Villanueva
*Joshua John Wagner
—Magna Cum Laude
*Eliott Ray Wakefield
Xiaoao Wang
Jennifer Lynne West
Brady Philip Wighton
Jeffrey Ryan Wilson
Tabitha Marie Wolfe
Yinan Zhou

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MATHEMATICS**
*Eric J. Biersner
Victoria Mei Kay Boon
—Summa Cum Laude
Bonan Cai
*Li-Ying Chen
—Summa Cum Laude
*Chang Gao
Jose J. Garcia
Eric Lyle Gerdlund
Michael James Imboden
—Summa Cum Laude
*Yongseok Kim
*Abby Elizabeth Knight
*Gen Li
*Chang Liu
*Lukas Franklin Memovich

**BACHELOR OF ARTS IN MUSIC**
*Melody Chang

**BACHELOR OF MUSIC**
Gregory James Power
Roland Joel Ramirez
—Cum Laude
Hanae Leslie Straub

**BACHELOR OF ARTS IN PHILOSOPHY**
*Lauren Marishka Tielman
*Francisco Jesus Urbina

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICS**
Eric Charles Beier
Timothy Derick DeRuiter
Douglas Owen Dietzel
Dylan Stephen Fondren
Chad Michael Garrison
Michael Joe Martinez
*Lukas Franklin Memovich
Klaa Arie Willem Monster
Jacob William Siebe

**BACHELOR OF ARTS IN POLITICAL SCIENCE**
Shareq M. Amin
Carissa Ashley Anderson
Olivia C. Aulava
Jillian Lorraine Berg
*Austin Scott Bonvallet
Coleman Hill Bryant II
Timothy Clark Chatburn
—Magna Cum Laude
Brandon Kyle Close
*Jack Warren Connaughton
*Ryan Anton Farren
Josiah Samuel Fecher

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PSYCHOLOGY**
Cady Lee Achenbach
—Magna Cum Laude
*Allan Ajeto

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PSYCHOLOGY**

Names in the Fall 2015 Commencement Program include August 2015 degree candidates and December 2015 degree candidates who met the application deadline. The program is not a listing of those attending the ceremony. Names of May 2016 degree candidates will appear in the spring program.

*Previously awarded degree
CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

*Sarah Virginia Amato  
—Cum Laude
Lacey Marie Amparan  
*Jayme Louise Anderson  
Chelsey Taylor Anderson  
—Summa Cum Laude
*Ryan Zachary Anselmi  
*Benjamin William Appleton  
*Caitlyn Elizabeth Baird  
*Gavin Allan Bakker  
*Kaitlyn M. Beckstrom  
Brooke Megan Benecke  
—Cum Laude
Tina Kay Benitez  
—Cum Laude
*Judith Bermudez  
*Audra Leigh Biermann  
—Summa Cum Laude
Andelyn Leigh Bindon  
—Magna Cum Laude
Taylor Marie Blanchard  
*Joshua Veldon Boardman  
—Cum Laude
*Christina Marie Borselli  
Nina Rose Brunn  
—Cum Laude
Anne M. Buchan  
Christine Carr  
—Cum Laude
Teresia JoAnn Carson  
—Cum Laude
*Alyssa Nicole Case  
—Cum Laude
*Wai Yi Chan  
*Lyne Constantineau  
Holly Michelle Day  
Katie Kerbell Decker-Fisk  
Kendall Nicole Deremer  
—Cum Laude
Allyssa Camille Dickerson  
Elise Michelle Dominey  
*Kimberly Eckardt  
*John Gregory Eyler  
*Kimberly Tracy Faginkrantz  
Haley Elizabeth Fiske  
*Kaitlyn Ashley Fowler  
Lattisha Maeve Fox  
Rachel Ann Galasso  
—Cum Laude
Sarah Elizabeth Gardner  
Rachel Kana Ginsberg  
*Min Sik Gong  
—Summa Cum Laude
*Nathan M. Greene  
Hannah Marie Groome  
—Cum Laude
Ashley Lauren Harper  
Molly Carolyn Hart  
—Summa Cum Laude
Katherine Elise Hays  
*Rebecca Johanne Helm  
Alexandra Karen Hemphill  
—Cum Laude
*Lorus Aizya Hendricks  
Taylor Marie Henken  
*Karen Higgins  
—Summa Cum Laude
Cassandra Jewel Hill  
Emily Louise Hill  
Jordan Dillon Holman  
Leah Naomi Huntington  
*Linda Guadalupe Iniguez  
*Marissa Marie Jedinak  
*Scott Robert Johnson  
*Morgan Elizabeth Jones  
—Magna Cum Laude
Melissa Kay Kenton  
—Magna Cum Laude
Candise Rose King  
Steve Sang-Hoon Kwak  
Rebecca Hoi Khiet La  
*Thomas Christopher LaFave  
—Summa Cum Laude
Geena Nicole Laflam  
*Kathleen Rebujio Lambino  
Autumn Marie Larson  
Kelli Nikole Latta  
—Cum Laude
Amanda Lea Littlefield  
*Jocelynne Lo  
*Joy Marie Loebrock  
Kelsey Lynae Loth  
Cristina Maria Louk  
Joshua Main-Smith  
*Lucio Emanuel Maldonado  
Lucy N. Mambo  
—Cum Laude
*Jacob Keith Manis  
*Michael Dion Matsubara  
—Cum Laude
*Kristina Ann Mawhiney  
Saige Leanyna McCloud-Shover  
Teneah Kelsie McDaniel  
Elizabeth Allene McKellar  
*Andrew Joseph McMahon  
—Summa Cum Laude
Alma Luz Medina  
Alyssa Rene Meehan  
Samantha Jean Merrell  
*Robert Lee Miller  
—Magna Cum Laude
*Chelsea Ann Minkler  
Anthony M. Montana  
—Cum Laude
*Riley James Moore  
Brock William Motum  
*Sara-Lei Julia Nelson  
—Cum Laude
Kaitlyn Marie Nelson  
Sara Rene Netter  
David Alexander Newsom  
*Trung Minh Nguyen  
Rachel Christine Olson  
Sarah Elisabeth O’Neal  
*Emily Elizabeth Ostrowski  
Kristy Lynn Penner  
*Tyler Michael Peterson  
Anastasia Irene Pfeil  
Alma Ramirez  
Michael Anthony Reyna  
Caleb Joshua Reynolds  
—Magna Cum Laude
Erin May Rice  
*Fernando Rios  
*Claire Ellen Rode  
—Cum Laude
*Kendal Lee Rodwell  
Michelle Louise Rolsma  
*Madison Marie Rosenbaum  
—Summa Cum Laude
Sarah Ean Saenz  
Karmjit Kaur Sagoo  
*Jina Salama  
Brittany Rose Salice  
Josh Aaron Sandaker  
—Magna Cum Laude
Bianca Garcia Schwab  
*Jennifer Helen Shroy  
—Cum Laude
*Meagan Michelle Simpson  
Avery Ananda Snellman  
*Stacey June Spencer  
Theresa Shirley Lorraine Stewart  
*Kassandra Sweet  
—Magna Cum Laude
*Raena Lee Tames  
*Kidst Sisay Tasisa  
*Breana Suzanne Tate  
*Maxwell Edward Thomas  
*James Timothy Torres  
*Jessica Lynn Townshend  
*Stacee Lee Turner  
Roman Alejandro Vasquez  
Carletta Elaine Wagner  
*Jessica Rory Walsh  
—Summa Cum Laude
Jesse Fu Wang  
Lauren A. Ward  
Paige Dorothy Warfield  
Danielle Amanda Webb  
—Cum Laude
*Tasi-Felicia Taitano Weibling  
Kristen Lee Whitney  
Little Eagle Nathan Vincent Whittington  
*Brittney Renee Wilson  
*Sierra Lynn Windom  
—Cum Laude
Sarah Ann Wines  
*Shannon Elizabeth Wold  
*Evan Lowell Woolley  
*Chansee Xiong  
—Cum Laude
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN PUBLIC AFFAIRS
Judy M. Green  
—Cum Laude
Morsal Hashimee  
—Summa Cum Laude
Stuart Michael James  
Glen Paul-Eugene Jones  
*Sean Christopher Molina  
*Teada Ngov  
*Julie Martin Schafer  
*Karooon Erika Scheppmann  
*Cera Ashley Thackeray  
*Heather Gail Welch

*Previously awarded degree
Names in the Fall 2015 Commencement Program include August 2015 degree candidates and December 2015 degree candidates who met the application deadline. The program is not a listing of those attending the ceremony. Names of May 2016 degree candidates will appear in the spring program.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

*Amanda Marie Agen
*Erin L. Aguero
Daffodil Ybanez Alinson
Michael Wayne Blankenship
*Savannah Jane Bonny
*Christina Marie Borselli
*Devin Hiroshi Carrig
*Tyler O. Danby
*Lucas Andrew Dawson
Kangni Nickodem Eko-totou
*Sebastian Fernandez
Kevin Sean Gavin—Cum Laude
Kodie Jean Ginder-Mill
Vanessa Lorraine Gutierrez
Donna Nouny Haydon
Erik Edward Hines
Tanner Dalton Hull
Jin Hee Kang
Lisa Ann Kessler—Summa Cum Laude
Kathryn Eileen Klopfenstein
Melonie K. Lam
Natalie Darlene Leston
Daniela Martinez
Karina Martinez
Caitlyn Elizabeth Munro
*Thomas Alan Parks
*Lauren Powell
*Janae Britta Rame
Joanna Marie Redmon—Summa Cum Laude
Jazlyn Robertson
*Ronish Ashwin Sharma
*Jordan Raymond Shurtleff
*Dennis Christopher Snowden
*Bilen Tekeste
Cameron Timothy Timmerman
Karam Jit Walia
Robert James Wright
*Rex Huihung Yu

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SOCIAL SCIENCES

Jose Manuel Aguilar Jr.
*Juan A. Aguilar Quintero
Trina Elise Amundson
*Daniel Jonathan Anderson
Ashley Kaé Anderson
Michaela Noel Anderson
Alyssa M. Angell
*Christopher Sean Arneson
Mitch Paul Askins
Michaela Ann Attaway—Summa Cum Laude
James D. Aylward
Jonna Marie Babor
*Jocelyn Emma Baker
Kasha Hannah Banks
*Haley Marie Bauer
Samuel Barrett Beatty
*Nancy Christine Beecher—Cum Laude
*Paula Lynnette Beerman—Cum Laude
Raiven Shantel Bell
*Eric Jordan Bemis
David John Benson
Melissa Rose Borja Bernardo—Summa Cum Laude
Ashleigh Noel Berry
*James Walter Bienberg
Alley Rae Blom—Cum Laude
Viktoriya S. Bogdanov—Magna Cum Laude
Kaili Marie Nohealani Bonn
*Emily Maria Boone
Robert David Bourhis
David Brown
William Joseph Buckingham
Stephen Michael Buerger
Courtney Francis Canova
*Stephanie R. Caplan—Magna Cum Laude
*Hayliie Anne Carpenter
Kristina Danielle Carr
*Jacob Scott Carrougher

*Salvador Alejandro Castruita Colleen Chamberlin
*Karin Sue Chandler
Kendra Christensen
William Trung Co
Jeneane E. Conway
*Rosa Linda Cortez
*Samantha Renay Dake
*Josephine Katherine Davison—Cum Laude
*Linda Lynn DeGraw
Kayla Renee Dembek
Brianna Patrice DeSpain
*Jessica Clarissa Dickerson
*Mackenzie Alycia Dickinson
*Harrison Joe Diemert
Michael James Dijulio
Xieqiong Ding
*Markie Rian Doty-Weinacker—Cum Laude
*Shante Nicole Drayton Kambria Nicole Dumesnil
Shannon Fay Dwyer Jepson
*Terran Alicia Echegoyen McCabe
Ashley Kaye Erickson
Davina Iwalani Everett
*Blaine Martin Fallstrom—Magna Cum Laude
*Veronika Leonidovna Flaherty
Kendall Marie Forden
Lauren Rae Fox
*Tatyana Terisa Gaea
Brynne Raven Gambill
*Deysi Garcia-Perez
Juana Lilia Garibay—Magna Cum Laude
*Tiffany Ann Gehman Williams
*Lauren Ann Gelinas
Forsha Kathleen Gilman
*Jeremy John Godding
Elizabeth Gonzalez
Brooke Jewel Goodpaster
*Brodie Nicholas Gray—Magna Cum Laude
David Thomas Green—Magna Cum Laude
*Aaron Samuel Jonathon Greenberg
Heidi Marie Grosshans
John Hagstrom
Michael Ian Handy
*Ver'leea Virginia Hardaway Colton Thomas Hasart
Trevor Michael Hay
Travis Tipton Hayes
Kelsey Walelia Rae Haynes
Brian Lee Haywood Jr.
Kendyl Ann Healey
Amanda Nadia Hellmann
Jiyoung Heo
Nathan Thomas Hidalgo
Grace Louise Hill
Moria Ellen Hill
Ryan Tyler Hill
Travis Alan Hjort
*Kylie Marie Hochhalter
*Cassandra Grace Horn—Magna Cum Laude
Garrick David Horton
Tara Lisa Hoyem—Cum Laude
*Fong Tat Hsiao
Melissa Marie Hyatt
Jill Mitchell Ihlen—Magna Cum Laude
Debra Ann Jankord
Christine Michele Johnson—Magna Cum Laude
Karina Rose Johnson
*Alyssa Marie Jones
Patrick Everett Jones
*Kayde Josephine Kalapus
Maegan Ashlee Kantola
Rebecca Ann Kestner
*Michelle Marie Klippert
*Madeleine Margaux Kohm
James Allen Kyle
Ricardo Landa—Magna Cum Laude
*Michael Sebastian Larosa

Names in the Fall 2015 Commencement Program include August 2015 degree candidates and December 2015 degree candidates who met the application deadline. The program is not a listing of those attending the ceremony. Names of May 2016 degree candidates will appear in the spring program.

*Previously awarded degree
CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

*Previously awarded degree

Brooke Larsen
Zane William Larsen
*Jeff P. Larson
*Chun Ting Lau
Kevin Michael Laudenbach
*Whitney Marie Lawwill
Phala Elly Le
Bryson Tyler Lemire
*Wendy W. Leung
Addi Marie Lies
*Justin Shane Lingo
Teresa Ivon Lopez
—Cum Laude

*Brian Christopher Lortho
Alexa Rachel Lubin
—Summa Cum Laude
Andrea Christine Lysyj
*Nesha Manida Manirajd
Brittany Michelle Marion
—Summa Cum Laude
*Christine Irene Mars
Alexander Ernesto Martinez
Shelley R. McBeath
Orion McCabe-Gould
David M. McCarthy
—Cum Laude
Angus Reilly O’Neil
McDonald
*Jeanene P. McGraw
Chelsea McTee
Rocio Mendoza
*Michelle Jessica Mertes
*Grace Anne Miller
—Summa Cum Laude
Heather Elizabeth Miller
*Beau Aaron Mills
Hector Miranda
*Chloe Adair Moesch
—Cum Laude
*Valerie Joy Mogan
*Yahaira Molina
Samantha Moua
Semel Muniz
Barbara Mbabazi Mwesigwa
*Christina Maria Myers
Justin H. Natzyak
Christopher Amba Ndifon Jr.
Kaitlyn Jane Neighbours

Laura Kristine Nielsen
—Magna Cum Laude
Maggie Nicole Nolan
—Cum Laude
*Jamie B. Nugent
*Bailey Nicole O’Keath
Christian G. Oliva
Ryan E. Oliver
Brittni Jo Olsen
*Ashlie Breanne Olson
*Allan James O’Neill
—Magna Cum Laude
Samantha Jean Ortman
*Luke William Ostrander
Clinton Abellanaosa Parrilla
Samantha Andrea Penick
Nicole Rochelle Proulx
Avis Pulou Questel
Donald G. Quinn
Jeffrey Rabinowitz
Nicholas Todd Rader
Kasey Christine Randall
—Cum Laude
Ashley Josephine Reese
Nicolette Mishal Richards
Sean Vincent Adam
Richardson
Douglas Levi Rochester
Shelley R. Rogers
Rina Sakurai
Caitlyn Iolana Sams
—Magna Cum Laude
*Jennifer Kirsten Sandvig
Kimberly Jo Schneider
Kristen K. Schultz
—Magna Cum Laude
*Adam David Scott
*Greg Stuart Scott
Nicole Setterlund
Jacob Matthew Seydel
Scott Ryan Simon
Alicia Smiley
Ryan B. Smith
Ashley Marie Stalder
*Lauren Reiko Stark
Dustin Clark Stephan
Dylan Christopher Stoller
Stephanie Lynn Stringer
Melinda E. Summers
—Magna Cum Laude
*Dwight Maurice Tardy
Monica I. Torres
—Magna Cum Laude
*Kristen Vaitoi’i Tuana
*Brad Eugene Tucker
Jennifer Ashley Turkington
—Magna Cum Laude
Katly Ann Tveit
—Summa Cum Laude
*Jodi Marie Vencill
Joseph John Via
Tralonda Olivia Walker
Geoffrey James Walker
Adam Thomas Wallitner
Michael Clint Webley
Stephanie Ann Weldy
Hailey Marie Wertenberger
*Hayleigh Linay White
*Melissa Ann White
—Magna Cum Laude
*Katryn Marie Whitney
*Janelle Amber Williams
—Cum Laude
*Rochelle Amber Camille
Williams
—Magna Cum Laude
Patrick Donavan Woodard
*Allysha Marilyn Woods
—Summa Cum Laude
Janetta Angel Yakubovich
—Magna Cum Laude
*Dylan Joseph Young
Samantha Lea Anne
Youngblood
Nicholas Francis Zarembe
Oscar Adolfo Zazueta
Belma Zelkanovic
Chen Zhao

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN WOMEN’S STUDIES
Morgan Taylor Brown
*Megan Ann Cook
*Cristina Medina

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ZOOLOGY
*Tara McKenzie Beyerlin
Krysta Nicole Dawson
—Cum Laude
Samantha Josephine de Leon
Jordan Ann Gillette
Patricia Gonzalez
Alexis Corinne Porte Hytry
Kaytlin Brooke Inman
—Cum Laude
*Rupali Sodhi
Thongdara

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SOCIAL STUDIES
Matthew Ransom-Wayne Fay
Kendra Lynn Vuori

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SOCIOLOGY
*Evan Randall Alston
*Jayme Louise Anderson
*Mckinley Barbera
Marinda Celise Blakely
Zachary Ali Brown
*MacKenzie Antoinette
Christensen
—Summa Cum Laude
*Michal Crkon
Emily-Ann Virginia Cross
—Magna Cum Laude
*Katelynn Elizabeth Croston
Nicole RaeAnn Crost
Dedra Lynne Kirk
*Rebecca Leigh LaMastus
Marc Alain Lambert
Daniel Jerrel Lilienthal
DeVonte Marisque McClain
Calvin David Meade
Cesar Ricardo Munguia
*Alexandra Marie
Pavlukovich
Brittany Nicole Recknagel
Emilia Ruiz Ferreyra
Adrian W. Wong
Charlotte Yau

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SOCIAL STUDIES
Matthew Ransom-Wayne Fay
Kendra Lynn Vuori

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SOCIOLOGY
*Evan Randall Alston
*Jayme Louise Anderson
*Mckinley Barbera
Marinda Celise Blakely
Zachary Ali Brown
*MacKenzie Antoinette
Christensen
—Summa Cum Laude
*Michal Crkon
Emily-Ann Virginia Cross
—Magna Cum Laude
*Katelynn Elizabeth Croston
Nicole RaeAnn Crost
Dedra Lynne Kirk
*Rebecca Leigh LaMastus
Marc Alain Lambert
Daniel Jerrel Lilienthal
DeVonte Marisque McClain
Calvin David Meade
Cesar Ricardo Munguia
*Alexandra Marie
Pavlukovich
Brittany Nicole Recknagel
Emilia Ruiz Ferreyra
Adrian W. Wong
Charlotte Yau

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN WOMEN’S STUDIES
Morgan Taylor Brown
*Megan Ann Cook
*Cristina Medina

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ZOOLOGY
*Tara McKenzie Beyerlin
Krysta Nicole Dawson
—Cum Laude
Samantha Josephine de Leon
Jordan Ann Gillette
Patricia Gonzalez
Alexis Corinne Porte Hytry
Kaytlin Brooke Inman
—Cum Laude
*Rupali Sodhi
Thongdara

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SOCIAL STUDIES
Matthew Ransom-Wayne Fay
Kendra Lynn Vuori

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SOCIOLOGY
*Evan Randall Alston
*Jayme Louise Anderson
*Mckinley Barbera
Marinda Celise Blakely
Zachary Ali Brown
*MacKenzie Antoinette
Christensen
—Summa Cum Laude
*Michal Crkon
Emily-Ann Virginia Cross
—Magna Cum Laude
*Katelynn Elizabeth Croston
Nicole RaeAnn Crost
Dedra Lynne Kirk
*Rebecca Leigh LaMastus
Marc Alain Lambert
Daniel Jerrel Lilienthal
DeVonte Marisque McClain
Calvin David Meade
Cesar Ricardo Munguia
*Alexandra Marie
Pavlukovich
Brittany Nicole Recknagel
Emilia Ruiz Ferreyra
Adrian W. Wong
Charlotte Yau

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN WOMEN’S STUDIES
Morgan Taylor Brown
*Megan Ann Cook
*Cristina Medina

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ZOOLOGY
*Tara McKenzie Beyerlin
Krysta Nicole Dawson
—Cum Laude
Samantha Josephine de Leon
Jordan Ann Gillette
Patricia Gonzalez
Alexis Corinne Porte Hytry
Kaytlin Brooke Inman
—Cum Laude
*Rupali Sodhi
Thongdara
Names in the Fall 2015 Commencement Program include August 2015 degree candidates and December 2015 degree candidates who met the application deadline. The program is not a listing of those attending the ceremony. Names of May 2016 degree candidates will appear in the spring program.

*CPreviously awarded degree
*Johnathon Michael Hakala
Nicholas Robert Hansen
William Blake Hanson
Izumi Hara
—Magna Cum Laude
*Lindsay Taylor Harmon
Kevin Paul Harnden
Jalaya Capri Hart
Addison Ryan Hartman
—Magna Cum Laude
*Sean Paul Hartnett
Colton Hastings
—Magna Cum Laude

*CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

Johnathon Michael Hakala
Yi Han
Nicholas Robert Hansen
William Blake Hanson
Izumi Hara
—Magna Cum Laude
*Lindsay Taylor Harmon
Kevin Paul Harnden
Jalaya Capri Hart
Addison Ryan Hartman
—Magna Cum Laude
*Sean Paul Hartnett
Colton Hastings
—Magna Cum Laude

Xinyi He
*Britney Lea Hedin
Ben James Hein
Daniel Jeffrey Henehan
Savannah Jayne Hilt
Nicole Eileen Hinely
—Cum Laude
*Heidi Elise Hoff
—Magna Cum Laude
Joshua Holland
Eli Jacob Hornsby
Christopher Hrebik
Mengnan Hu
*Xu Huang
*Yen-Ju Huang
Yingying Huang
Cory Deshaun Hudson Jr.
Felix X. Humay
*Matthew Creighton Hund
Trevor Thomas Hutchinson-Flaming
—Magna Cum Laude
Wanda Hvezda
—Cum Laude
Cindy Sodavie In
—Cum Laude
Conner Federico Iraola
Serena Joy Irving
—Cum Laude
Nathan Robert Jacobson
Katelyn Michelle Jahns
—Cum Laude
Eric Zachary Jenkins
—Cum Laude
Ryan Jeffrey Jensen
Yining Jiang
Yiyi Jin
Adam Martin Johnson
Matthew Nels Johnson
—Summa Cum Laude
Nicole Alicia Johnson
—Cum Laude
Joshua H. Jones
Sandra Cornelia Jones
—Cum Laude
Matthew Alexander Juran
Vanessa Anna Jurgens
—Cum Laude
*Anastasia Kandiner
Ting Kang
Michael Shawn Kaser
*Delani Taylor Kaufman
*Aron Goitom Keleta
Ashley Marie Keller
David Matthew Kennedy
Shea Kenyon
*Mikko Johan Keranen
Megan Jacqueline Kerswill
*Ashley Ann Kiehn
John David Kilburg
*Yunmi Kim
Michael Myungjoon Kim
*Meghan Shelby Kirk
Ryan Kirkpatrick
—Cum Laude
Katie Lynn Kirsch
Michael Kenneth Kvalvik
Joanna Ky
Tiffany Lynne Ladge
Khadijah Azhunai Ladd
Aaron James Lane
Zane William Larsen
Corbin Choi Larson
Ka Yim Lau
*Vu Anh Le
Duy Khanh Le
Tamara Ledoux
Christopher Scot Lee
Minae Lee
—Summa Cum Laude
Pak Kin Lee
Taekyun Lee
Young Gi Lee
*Christopher E. Lehman
*Kelsey Marie Leland
Ryan James Lensegrav
*Lai-Peng Leong
—Cum Laude
*Adam Markus Lervik
*Siyi Li
*Xinyun Li
—Magna Cum Laude
Yang Li
Yuan Li
Congqi Liu
Jiaqing Liu
Junzheng Liu
—Cum Laude
Ruicong Liu
Sai Liu
Xin Liu
Anna Rachel Ludvigsen
Ying Luo
Jessica Ann Maas
Emmett C. Maki
Spencer Manning Manjarrez
Charles Edwin Mann
—Cum Laude
*Orlando Marquina
Casey Joel Martschinske
*Adam Wally Mathews
—Magna Cum Laude
Jing L. Maughan
Justin K. Mburugu Jr.
*Seth R. McCauley
Griffin Robert McGibbon
*Susan McGuire
—Cum Laude
*Ryan Donald McNatt
Spenser Alan Mearns
Ashley Marie Melton
Amanda Noel Merkatz
Bryan Timothy Mickelson
Eduardo Ramiro Middleton
*Darya Y. Mikhaylova
Erich Alexander Miller
Keana Mae Miller
*Quinn William Milligan
Julie Kay Montgomery
—Magna Cum Laude
Jing Mu
Alexandria Racheal Murphy
—Cum Laude
Nicholas John Murphy
Wang Wai Ng
*Vy Lena Nguyen
—Cum Laude
Kimberly Ngoc Nguyen
—Cum Laude
Kenneth Carl Oien
*Patrick Martin Ollos
Brittney Jean Orkney
—Magna Cum Laude
Nicolas Giuseppe Orsillo
Megan Rose Ott
—Summa Cum Laude
Christopher David Outcalt
Daniel Dino Paganelli
—Cum Laude
Monica Paliller
Sung Jin Park
*Thomas Alan Parks
Ejam Afeworki Paulos
Nathan Scott Perez
Laura Grace Perry
*Mitch Allan Peveto
*Connor Troy Phelps
Bradley Hiroyuki Phillipps
*Taylor Scott Phillips-Maples
*Steven Kyle Pickering
Collette Pipkins
Chloe Iona Pongracz-Bartha
Shannon Lee Potter
*James Anthony Powers
Christine Leona Price
Ryan Christopher Price
Rodney Isiah Prioleau
*Connor Matthew Proff
Joan Alexander Qafoku
Xinyan Qu
Clinton James Quicksall
—Magna Cum Laude
*Justin Ramos
Lauren Mikele Ramsey
Kassandra Alexis Rebello
—Magna Cum Laude
Joseph Daniel Reese
—Summa Cum Laude
Julia Reeves
—Cum Laude
Rahim Rehmat
Laura Elizabeth Remy
*Taylor Siemone Reynolds
*Daniel Jonathan Rice

*Previously awarded degree
Names in the Fall 2015 Commencement Program include August 2015 degree candidates and December 2015 degree candidates who met the application deadline. The program is not a listing of those attending the ceremony. Names of May 2016 degree candidates will appear in the spring program.

*Previously awarded degree

Michael Joseph Rieman
Aubrey Rose Riggins
Kenneth Ruben Riveness
Joe Robles
Steven Adam Romero
April Rosas
*Termae T. Rowshan
Jacob Ethan Rubert
Cody Lee Alan Rush
Maria Veronica Salguero
*Moses Abel Sanchez
Amy Jo Sanchez
Melissa Anna Sanchez
Vishal S. Sanghera
Anthony Raymond Santorufo
*Michael Christian Scheel
—Cum Laude
Nicholas Paul Scholz
Colton John Schwiesow
Kathleen Brenda Seligman
—Summa Cum Laude
Pritom Kumer Sen
Cody William Shaner
Natasha Ann Sharer
Megan Joyce Shellhammer
—Cum Laude
Zihao Shen
*Mariya Vasilyevna Sichkar
—Magna Cum Laude
Kate Silvera
Chris Arron Simpson
*Tyler Lee Smith
Amanda Chelsea Smith
Zachary Peter Sonnichsen
Calvin James Sorensen
Andrew Paul Spicer
—Magna Cum Laude
Everett Steele
—Cum Laude
Keil Evan Steinke
Benjamin Daniel Stewart
—Cum Laude
Donna Lashonn Stockard
*Kyle Wayne Stolle
*Sarah Coventry Stringer

Jason Joel Suarez
—Cum Laude
Meiko Jane Suwa
Tamra Lynn Swisher
—Magna Cum Laude
Mohibullah Mohammad Syed
*Xin Tang
Karson Michelle Taylor
—Magna Cum Laude
*Adriana Tejeda
*Trent Mark Thomas
Jingyi Tie
*Alexander Michael Tielman
Charles Nathan Tillmon
Lara Elizabeth Tinsley
—Cum Laude
Kayla Renee Truman
Chad Wynn Tyra
—Cum Laude
*Maki Uemura
*Keegan Maxwell Van Zile
*Jordan Lane Varga
—Cum Laude
Caleb Joseph Walentiny
Debra K. Walker
—Magna Cum Laude
Chao Wang
Chuanxu Wang
*Matthew James Wardell
Megan Marie Waser
Mark Anthony Watt
John Dean Wells III
Casey Michelle Westerman
Nikolas Marit Wethington
Andy Scott Wetzel
Hayden Wayne Whaley
Michael Wayne Wheeldon
*Knudt Solomon White
*Patrick James Williams
—Cum Laude
Andrew John Willing
—Magna Cum Laude
Lucas John Wilson
Zachary Skyler Boughton
Wilson
*Tak Kong Roy Wong

*Wang Ngai Wong
—Cum Laude
Wahei Wong
*Jeff Dale Wood
Victoria Eavie Woodall
Michael Jacob Woods
*Yuwei Wu
Qinmu Xiao
*Zhiyu Xiong
Guanyao Xu
Daniel Mark Yakubovich
Hongdan Yan
Bo Yang
Beniam Teklu Yetbarek
Wai Yan Yeung
*Jingtao Zhang
Bin Zhang
Ying Zhang
*Pengfei Zhao
Ming Zhong
—Cum Laude
*Xiao Ran Zhu

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN HOSPITALITY BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
Mohammed Abdulwahid
Aggota Elisabeth Andersson
*Yue Bai
Anastasia Belousko
*Dana Bogdanova
Jessica Kay Bryan
Kathleen Elizabeth Byrnes
*Jingyue Cai
*Junyi Cai
Annalise Carlson
Caresse Carrari
Hoi Kay Chan
Ngai Yu Jasper Chan
Suen Lam Chan
Chen-Hsuan Christine Chang
Jiahao Johnny Chen
Ke Chen
Minyi Chen
Ka Fung Cheng
Wai Lun Waylon Ching

Pei-Yin Cho
Kit Man Chow
Wing Yan Chow
Austin Fugate Crowder
*Randall William Cumming
Nick J. Dahl
Linh Thuy Dinh
Bao Bono Doan
Ilinca-Elena Dobrea
*Qile Dong
Mary Alice Felt
Yiqin Feng
*Emily Elizabeth Finlay
Carlos Iyorgui Flores Arango
Chuen Shing Fu
Sin Tung Fu
Stefanie Maike Funtsch
Anthony Thomas Gagliardi
Shelisia Tonia Glasford
Gwendolin Luisa Gluck
Bingzhao Gu
Yao Guo
Stephen Matthew Gutzmer
Mohamed Ryad Hafiz
Hind Hassan Sabri Hakim
Iryna Harasymiv
Amanda Mae Headlee
Melissa Ann Henry
Christoph Frederic Martin Heuschkel
Sara Elena Hirt
Tricia Nicole Hoover
—Cum Laude
Siming Hou
Wanjun Hu
*Chun-Han Huang
Yu Bin Huang
Karlo Hubak
Iakov Ilyaguev
Chloe Yuen Tung Ip
Chui Shan Ip
Sharon Wanjiru Kigwe
Sira Kim
Maria Kitaeva

Names in the Fall 2015 Commencement Program include August 2015 degree candidates and December 2015 degree candidates who met the application deadline. The program is not a listing of those attending the ceremony. Names of May 2016 degree candidates will appear in the spring program.

*Previously awarded degree
CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

*Candidates

Allison Kristine Kourkos
Asen Georgiev Krumov
Olga Krutilina
Kwok Po Kwan
Tsz Tsun Julian Kwok
Karissa Lynn Kysar
*Chin Shing Lai
Chu Kit Orion Lai
Irene Lee
Chun Yin Leung
Courtney Jacklyn Levy
*Meng Li
Cheuk Ting Li
Wanen Li
Fenghe Lian
Tze-Ting Lin
Liyuan Liu
Suet Yi Liu
Suyao Liu
Kei Sze Lo
Yang Long
Vladlena Lvova
Alexander Mackh
Nora Majdik
Carter Ann Marks
Breann Novellette-Marie Martin
Nicholas John Menday
Kalle Gene Miller
—Cum Laude
Hannah Nicole Morrison
Sara Rose Myers
—Cum Laude
Emma Jane Nelson
Mira Ng
Tsz Ching Ng
Jesse R. Novak
Baoyan Pan
Tin-On Pang

*Laura Jean Pankiewicz
Shea Welborn Pool
Rachel Mae Seabec
Wing Sze She
Jeffrey Cole Smith
Victoria Suhotin
*Yiyang Sun
*Ayla Fay Swanson
Yen-Yu Tai
Rocio Taranco Plata
Victoria Terekhina
Anastasiya Toporkova
Alexandria Katherine Tribe
—Magna Cum Laude
Cassandra Leigh Tucker
—Magna Cum Laude
Malone Macintosh Utley
Maakyla Anne Walker
Benjamin Robert Walters
Jing Wang
Nicole Elizabeth Weaver
—Cum Laude
Ying Wei
Herrick Yue Fung Wong
Kit Shan Wu
Tianpin Wu
Yuxin Yang
Ching Man Yeung
*Yifan Yu
Hang Nok Natalie Yu
Yat Fei Yu
Noam Zemer
*Yang Zhang
Fan Zhang
Tianzhe Zhang
Wanying Zheng
*Wei Zhou

THE EDWARD R. MURROW COLLEGE OF COMMUNICATION

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMMUNICATION

Asia Noelani Adona
Selena Paola Alvarado
*Keysa Elizabeth Anderson
Austin Daniel Askew
—Cum Laude
Brianne Therese Bennett
*Milena Rose Billett
Audrey Suzanne Birklid
Caitlin Kennedy Bockmier
Scott Michael Brewster
Calvin Anthony Bright
Ashley Lynn Brogdon
*Alexander Martin Campbell
Rex Michael Carlin
Jonathan Charles Carrigan
John Thomas Castle
—Cum Laude
Teri Martinez Cervantes
*Kaitlyn Miles Chernesky
Wenqiong Cui
Alexis Rachel Davenport
*Deanna Spahr Dawson
*Brian Stanley Donnan
Chanel Evelyn Dotson
Patricia Sumire Duell
—Magna Cum Laude
*Michael Christopher Ehde
Areli Enriquez
*Rachel Michelle Escalle
—Cum Laude
Kalee Grace Esser
Abigail Marie Evans
—Cum Laude
*Raychel Elizabeth Feller
*Cnoon Ryan Flanigan
Tori Montana Fredericks
Hannah Gaynor
*Chelsea Marie Gese
—Cum Laude
Haley Jo Ione Godlove
Ryan William Gonce-McAlpine
*Donavin Brandon Goode
*Loren Elizabeth Hagstrom
*Jalisa Harris
—Cum Laude
Kaylee Renee Hausske
Emily Christine Hayes
*Joseph Allan Hines
Flash W. L. Hodges
*Jenna Ray Hoefler
*Molly Blake Hughes
*Shawn Nicolas Jarvis
*Elizabeth Mary Jones
*Ka’imina’auao Ikaika Morrigan Kaholokula
—Cum Laude
*Victoria L. Koffley
*Katharine May Krahn
Hannah Ray Lambert
—Cum Laude
Kristen Katharine Nichole Larkin-Wolfe
—Cum Laude
*Melinda Anne Lee
Zach Dorian Levy
*Jocelynne Lo
Jaclyn Summer Logsdon
—Magna Cum Laude
Derek S. Lombardo
Jacey Layne Lucas
Katherine Ann Lundi
Hanna Emily Lynch
*Simone Irene Machmiller
*Brooke Nicole Mann
*Juan Ernesto Mata
Melissa Quiamco McCann
*Ellie Megan Rose Mishaikov
Kathleen Frances Moran
*Ethan Michael Nash
Braydon James Nealey
Colby James Nelson
Daniel Michael Nihan
Emily Fern Noyes
—Summa Cum Laude
Evelyn Dorcas Ojwang
David Garison Palmer
Anne Minnie Patnode
Karley Michelle Penoyer
*Chase Gregory Phillips
*Robert William Phillips
Chloe Rae Pietrandrea
*Gavin Levi Porter
*Christine Elizabeth Priddy
*Dylan Reid Rabinowitz
*Joshua Allen Ray
Melissa Ann Riley
*Nicholas Lee Rinkenberger
CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

**BACHELOR OF ARTS IN EDUCATION**

- Yuliya Mykhaylivna Rogozhkina  
  —Magna Cum Laude
- Stephanie Ann Sackman
- Meghan Elizabeth Sawyer
- Anthony Edward Say
- Matthew Lawrence Segal

- Jessica Lacey Shapiro  
  —Cum Laude
- Rashaad Siddick
- Breck Hannah Smith
- Scott Edward Soriano
- Spencer Andrew Stewart
- Victoria-Anne Miechi Tamabayashi

- Annaliese Katriel Tarr
- Christina Denisse Theel
- Cherish Mae Thomas
- Olivia Diane Thomas
- Giovanni Eduardo Torres
- Kelsey Ann Twitchell
- Renee Marina Valle

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN KINESIOLOGY**

- Garrett Matthew Vandiver
- Joseph Blair Varnadore
- Samuel Thomas Wasley
- Briana Naja Welsh
- Taylen Leigh Whitehead
- Scott Kenneth Zerda

**COLLEGE OF EDUCATION**

- Erika Dejanira Arechiga  
  —Magna Cum Laude
- Adam Bakken  
  —Cum Laude
- Ashley Ann Kaufman Becker  
  —Magna Cum Laude
- Jennifer Marie Berry
- Ashley Irene Boris
- Kyra Lynn Calman  
  —Cum Laude
- Marlee Renae Christianson  
  —Magna Cum Laude
- Cecilia Cuevas
- Marissa Janet Cuevas
- Jordan Kay Cummings  
  —Cum Laude
- Cecilia Alejandra Davis  
  —Cum Laude
- Danielle Christina Ducharme
- Kristin Michelle Falenski
- Madison Riley Gilbert
- Britteny Lynn Gilge  
  —Summa Cum Laude
- Aleya Michelle Giydan
- Aracey Gomez  
  —Summa Cum Laude
- Christian Gonzalez  
  —Magna Cum Laude
- Jessica Maria Gonzalez-Pena
- Kelly Anne Grindley
- Hayley Kay Hancock  
  —Cum Laude
- Deanne R. Hollenbeck
- Cassondra R. Jones

- Jayne Marie Jones  
  —Magna Cum Laude
- Kody R. Jones
- Rodrigo G. Juarez
- JoAnna Rose Koch
- Tara Danielle Kollman  
  —Magna Cum Laude
- Michael David Koreis
- Alejandra Mendoza
- McKenzie Renee Munn  
  —Cum Laude
- Briana Nicole Nelson
- Kasey Elizabeth O’Brien
- Angelina Perez
- Joshua Nathan Reardon  
  —Magna Cum Laude
- Kaitlin Marie Rehwalt  
  —Magna Cum Laude
- Casey Joann Richard  
  —Magna Cum Laude
- Annette Nicole Ruane  
  —Cum Laude
- Klarissa Andrea Schneider
- Hannah Marie Schweiter
- Elizabeth Kysa Sedivy
- Makenzie Margaret Sliva  
  —Magna Cum Laude
- Kayla Lynn Spohr
- Valerie Swanger
- Rosalinda Torres  
  —Cum Laude
- Cari Jo Valdivinos
- Nyna Renee VanHarn  
  —Magna Cum Laude
- Cesar Ramon Vera-Rodriguez  
  —Summa Cum Laude
- Karah Esta Webb

- Grace Marie Willits  
  —Magna Cum Laude
- Samantha Hayley Wilson
- Kaylee M. Zimmer  
  —Summa Cum Laude

- Morgan J. Anderson
- Peter Isaac Anderson  
  —Cum Laude
- Pete Barner
- Anne Jewell Barrett
- Cayla Ashley Cavalletto
- Noel Marie Christiansen
- Danica Noelle Delosreyes
- Mattias Kristian Dilling  
  —Magna Cum Laude
- Zachary Michael Dreyer
- Amber Nicole Gale  
  —Summa Cum Laude
- Amelia Louise Galeno
- Miranda Kaye Gibson
- Nicholas Noble Gilbert
- Parker John Hahn
- Railey Nadine Hansen-Keith
- Auriona Noelle Harvey  
  —Cum Laude
- Lindsay Nicole Hatch
- Ryan Christopher Hornstra
- Jarred Taylor Hoskison
- Hailey Logan Hyer
- Pieter E. Janszen
- Jocelyn Bahia Jeffers
- Austin Matthew Johnson

- Kaine Michael Kirkendall
- Kayla Marie Kramer
- David Brian Ladenburg
- Andy Ledezma
- Sung Min Lee
- Kenneth Luther Lopez
- Zachary David Lundin
- Drew Michael Mahan
- Clinton David Marshall
- Tanner Sean McAuliffe
- Jaime Mendoza
- Morgan Elisabeth Moniz
- John Robert Morrison
- Sean Kiyoshi Mukai
- Benjamin Ireland Murdock
- Kyla Ann Nakamura
- Jessica Rose Nepper  
  —Cum Laude
- Taylor Nicole Neubauer
- Isabel Marina Neyman  
  —Cum Laude
- Allison Michelle Peterson
- Anne Maisha Peterson  
  —Summa Cum Laude
- Kelsey Marie Plummer
- Darius Levoy Porter
- Aaron Daniel Potoshnik
- Isaac James Poulson  
  —Magna Cum Laude
- Zachary David Robinson
- Alexander Rose Rodriguez
- Jason W. Romonsky
- Robert Scott Sheehan
- Arvanbir Singh  
  —Cum Laude

*Previously awarded degree

Names in the Fall 2015 Commencement Program include August 2015 degree candidates and December 2015 degree candidates who met the application deadline. The program is not a listing of those attending the ceremony. Names of May 2016 degree candidates will appear in the spring program.
CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

Jordan Stephen Suver
*Samuel Thomas Thoen
Stefan Michael Thyron
—Cum Laude
Willem Harald Van Brederode
*Nico Daniel Van der Ven
*Matthew Taylor Vander Kooi
Katelyn Rose Weber
Erin Nicole Wyatt
Kyle Asay-Elijah Yeager
Deming Yue
Arijanna Dorothea S. Zimmer
Dillon Anthony Zitel

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SPORT MANAGEMENT
Jay Daniel Balmer
Tyra Ann Barden
*Kimberlyn Nicole Behrends
Logan Skye Brokaw
Michael Anthony Busek
Gurveen Clair
Ian Thomas Clark
Alex Bryan Clausius
*Katelynn Ann Clinton
*Andrew A. Colvin
*Thomas Raymond Emerson
Ruby Escamilla
Lauren Alexandria Espinoza
Sam Bryce Ferencskak
Chaddwic Alexander Foley
*Kelly Louise Forsyth
—Summa Cum Laude
Jordan McKenzie Freiboth
Chelsea Doshein Gorman
—Summa Cum Laude
Chase D. Griffin
Katherine Michelle Hargrave
Keeley Kameaalani Hay
*Robert Andrew Hogle
Joshua Dean Keller
Hyunsoo Kim
*Kory McKee Kohlwes
*Tanner James Lien
*Evan M. Look
Ethan Maynard McConkey
Andrew Thomas Mead
*Lauren Louis Merdinyan
—Cum Laude
*Quinten T. Mioduszewski
Cody Allen Molner
Ashley Olson
—Cum Laude
Scean Pickering
*Gavin Levi Porter
Jameson Michael Raschack
—Cum Laude
*Derek Launer Rogers
Nicholas Spencer Stevens
*Spencer Andrew Stewart
*Olivia Jean Swindler
—Cum Laude
Blake Christopher Tamminen
*Brent Alexander Vogel
Colin Michael Walters
—Cum Laude
Ashley Shuk Fung Williams
Darren Patrick Zemanek

VOILAND COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURE

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ARCHITECTURAL STUDIES
Timothy Richard Goheen
—Cum Laude
Charlotte Anna Muschamp
—Cum Laude
*Antonio Gratton
Norsworthy
*Alyx Ann Robinson
*Evan Wilson Yock
*Jonathan Maxwell Younce
Berta Elvira Zubieta

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Adnan Ahmadi
Hisham Abdulhadi Alharbi
*Ross Arthur Anderson
*Jason Arinaza
Andrew M. Armour
—Cum Laude
*Alex A. Arvanetes
*Aaron Michael Aschim
—Cum Laude
Brandon Barber
—Cum Laude
Loren Carter Bates
Thomas Gaynor Batey
Seth M. Belknap
Manuel G. Beltran Quintero
Jacob Harold Cantrell
—Summa Cum Laude
*Christopher Powell Chaplin
Sam Reiley Chapman
Brandon Douglas Companion
—Cum Laude
Alissa S. Coupe
—Magna Cum Laude
Dalton Christopher Coy
Susan Lynn Dahl
—Magna Cum Laude
Griffin Heath Dahmen
—Cum Laude
Dominique Marquiel Doyal
Michael James Dyra
Cade Cooper Egbert
*Milad S. Einifar
Lauren Elizabeth Elliott
Christopher Ian Faus
Derek James Forza
Adam Joseph Fousha
—Cum Laude
Kelcii Akemi Fujimoto
*Reyn Mitsuo-Louie Furushima
Brenton Allan Griffin
—Magna Cum Laude

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOENGINEERING
Robert Vaughn Fisher
*Philip William Hermann
Spencer Servizi

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
*Mohammad Alabdulelah
—Cum Laude
Ahmed Yousef Ali Ben Sahil
—Magna Cum Laude
Tanner Hamilton Gerety
Jake T. Gray
—Summa Cum Laude
Alex B. Hadera
*Shane William Hardesty

Cody Jay Lane
Konrads Timothy Leitis
Liming Liu
*Matthew Joseph Mahony
Zhanna Nikolayevna
Marchuk
Megan McDonald
Daniel Lawrence Mock
*Gregory William Mouawad
Mahmoud Abdullah
Mouawad
*Paimahn Nakhiji
Daniel Andrade Naranjo
Daniel Albert Needham
Ian David Norgaard
Jeffrey Bryan Onaga
Sean Joseph Penberthy
Ivan Prayitno
*John Francis Quinn
—Cum Laude
*Aaron Anthony Rapozo
Brandon James Rich
*Kyle Christian Robillard
Daniel L. Saywers
Tyler Roger Scacco
Matthew David Schmick
Trace William Sendele
Names in the Fall 2015 Commencement Program include August 2015 degree candidates and December 2015 degree candidates who met the application deadline. The program is not a listing of those attending the ceremony. Names of May 2016 degree candidates will appear in the spring program.

*Previously awarded degree

Spencer M. Sharma  
—Magna Cum Laude
Seth Christian Sommers  
Matthew John Stefansson  
Kyle Douglas Stevens  
Blake David Thomas  
John T. Thompson  
Jeremy Robert Valdez  
*Justin Randal Valicoff  
Marcus Worth Vassey  
—Cum Laude
Duytoan Cao Vu  
*Tuo Vincen Wang  
Brandon Scott Werner  
Matthew Preston Wilhelm  
*Lucas Michael Wilson  
John Winkle Yougren  
Andrew Leon Zimmerman

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE**

*Manjotinder Singh Brar  
*Thomas Donovan Carrothers  
*Li-Ying Chen  
—Summa Cum Laude  
Biswa Ranjan Das  
Riley James Dasch  
Ryan M. Dean  
Michael Geffen Degan  
—Magna Cum Laude  
Sidney Kamalei Dimmel  
Samuel Raymond Fields  
Karl Sigurdsson Finnsson  
*Eric John Fossum  
*Andre Joshua Gomez  
Casey Thomas Jamrog  
Gabriel Channing Jensen  
James Stanley Jessen  
Jeremy Matthew Johnson  
—Cum Laude  
Raeanee Jewell Marks  
—Summa Cum Laude  
Jeremy Craig Martinez  
Michael Davis McBreen  
Austin D. McShane  
—Magna Cum Laude  
Jason Brian Anderson  
Ryan Thomas Donahoe  
Abdulhakim Giydan  
—Magna Cum Laude  
Andrew Cody Lytle  
Calvin Robert Odell  
—Cum Laude  
Aaron Frederick David Rinn  
Ferras Salameh  
Paul Spencer Christian Schuler II  
—Cum Laude

**BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMPUTER SCIENCE**

*Steven Thomas Ahl  
Nathan James Champion  
—Magna Cum Laude  
Julio Angelo Deleon  
David Earl Lystad  
*Nikhil Sadashivan Murthy  
Zeping Wang  
—Summa Cum Laude  
Benjamin Scott Whiting  

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING**

*Benjamyn Bradley Barton  
*Mohammed Ahmed Bayazid  
*Richard Anthony Becker III  
—Cum Laude  
Glenn Charles Bethmann  
—Magna Cum Laude  
Taylor Joseph Blanc  
Tyler Scott Blomdahl  
—Cum Laude  
Earl Bud Gaines  
Pulkit Gaur  
Gurkiran Kaur Gill  
Robert J. Hagel  
Jason Malcolm Hallowell  
—Cum Laude  
Adam Sahai Hirsi  
Richard A. Hobrecht  
Matthew Colin Husted  
Cory Ernest Johnson  
Tyler James Larson  
Anthony Donald Lathrop  
Kyle Scott Lindsley  
Dayou Luo  
Ryan Joseph Maio  
—Magna Cum Laude  
John David Martinsen  
—Cum Laude  
Evan David Mattens  
*Simon Thomas Miller  
*Erick Jordan Miller  
*Eustace Muriithi Murage  
*Anthony Jacob Pace  
Joshua Joseph Parker  
*Brian Michael Rossi  
Lydia Naasisho Shompole  
David William Sourfe  
Seth William Stothoff  
Haoran Su  
Thien-Phuc Tran  
Luny-Renee Waite  
Tyler Wray Williams  
—Cum Laude  
Mosaab Mohab Zaki

**BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING**

*Abdikafi Abdirahman Abdullahi  
Christine Lyon Abubo  
Ahmed Abdullah Alhashemi  
—Magna Cum Laude  
*Ashley Christine Almaguer  
—Magna Cum Laude  
*Antonio Sarapinski Amort  
*Brenden Shaw Beaver  
Christian Daniel Castillo  
Daniel Tae-Young Cha  
Vitou Chea  
—Cum Laude  
Pak Yu Patrick Chow  
*Andrew B. Clements  
Fatah Zawam Dalla Sr.  
Dylan Michael DeLay  
Hien The Doan  
Denton Joseph Donahou  
Andrew John Doornink  
—Cum Laude  
Mario A. Eguia  
Kent Andrew Evans  
John James Feiler IV  
Douglas Jonathan Field  
Kevin Matthew Flannigan  
Matthew Earl Fluster  
—Magna Cum Laude  
Andrew Clarry-Koch Graham  
—Cum Laude  
Sunghun Han  
Aaron Michael Hasenoehrl  
*Zachary Taylor Hayes

*Previously awarded degree
CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

Samuel James Heyd
Conner James Huck
Reuben Monroe Hudleston
Garet Samuel Hupp
—Cum Laude
Anthony Richard Irvine
Keith Jay Johnson
John Henry Krienen
—Summa Cum Laude
Yiu Ming Lai
—Cum Laude
Eric Nicholas Lee

Gregory Lawrence Martin
*Connor Douglas McBride
Tanner Francis Meier
Mayra Mendoza Flores
Paul Gabriel Menendez
*Matthew Lane Moloney
Hussam Karim Mustafa
Jae Eun Park
Joshua Hun Park
—Magna Cum Laude
Nicholas Kanoa Peterson
Hanna Victoria Grace Raine
Derek Lee Redline
—Cum Laude
Andrew James Reid
—Cum Laude
Drew Elliott Rickerson
Blake Edward Rowe
Christopher Thomas Ryan
Spencer Kevin Sare
—Cum Laude
Scott Michael Sexton
Ryan David Shuel
*Nicholas Matthew Soller

Justin Wayne Stanton
Kyle Douglas Stevens
John Patrick Thomas
Evan Patrick Tremblay
Alexander Scott Wheelon
Matthew David Will
Thomas Frederick Williams
—Cum Laude
Hengyi Xu
Tyas Scott Young
John Curtis Zehnder
—Magna Cum Laude

DIVISION OF HEALTH SCIENCES

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN SPEECH AND HEARING SCIENCES
*Hannah Yeager Matalone
—Summa Cum Laude
*Daniel Ruben Morales
Jessica Elizabeth Swift

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING
Simon Ghebremariam
Abraham
Ivery Joetta Anderson
—Cum Laude
James Eugene Antonov
Kimberly Dawn Arambul
—Magna Cum Laude
*Lauren Ann Armstrong
—Summa Cum Laude
Tiffany Ashbaker
—Cum Laude
Kindalem Tesfa Asres
—Cum Laude
Rebecca Rae Auger-Lewis
—Summa Cum Laude
Tarekgn Gemeda Ayansa
Amanda Lee Baker
—Magna Cum Laude
Katherine A. Banks
—Cum Laude
*April Dawn Barazowski
—Summa Cum Laude
Brianna Lynn Baugher

*Stephanie Marie Bechtold
—Summa Cum Laude
*Cristalyn Kay Beier
Evansenko
Kristie Asami Bertelmann
Alina Vitalie Biriuic
—Summa Cum Laude
Samantha Christine Boatman
—Cum Laude
Blaire Allen Brady
—Summa Cum Laude
Austin Montgomery Brekke
—Cum Laude
Allison Rose Bridgewater
Kathleen Marie Brix
—Cum Laude
Julie Cassity Bronson
*Elena Vitalievna Bryan
—Summa Cum Laude
Suzanne Renee Burk
—Summa Cum Laude
*Marsha E. Burnworth
—Summa Cum Laude
Angela Marie Mae Campos
—Cum Laude
Nika Marie Carter-Lee
Sarah Diane Cashman
—Magna Cum Laude
*Holly Nielson Cauthers
—Summa Cum Laude
Maria Nakate Cauthers
Jessica De La Torre
Danica Brooke Denham
—Magna Cum Laude
Joshua Dane Dixon
*Kimberly Sue Donald
—Summa Cum Laude
Jennifer Lee Downard
—Magna Cum Laude
Desiree Leilani Duarte
Alyssa Nicole Egland
—Magna Cum Laude
Josh Thomas Engel
Alison Sue Erickson
—Cum Laude
Darian Marie Faraca
—Magna Cum Laude
Jade Lorene Faraca
—Summa Cum Laude
Aubrietta Wihansa Firth
—Magna Cum Laude
Kayla Marie Fisher
—Cum Laude
Trista Marie Floch
Amanda Rose Folk
—Summa Cum Laude
Rodrigo Franco-Lara
Breanna R. Frazier
Tesfaye Gebreyohannes
Merhawi Menghistu
Ghilamichael
—Cum Laude
Forough Golriz
—Magna Cum Laude
Ruth Golubenko
—Cum Laude
Ashley Taylor Good
—Magna Cum Laude
Katherine Ann Graham
—Summa Cum Laude
Megan Kristine Grichel
—Cum Laude
Mariana Guerrero
Andrey Gulchuk

COLLEGE OF NURSING

Aubrietta Wihansa Firth
—Magna Cum Laude
Kayla Marie Fisher
—Cum Laude
Trista Marie Floch
Amanda Rose Folk
—Summa Cum Laude
Rodrigo Franco-Lara
Breanna R. Frazier
Tesfaye Gebreyohannes
Merhawi Menghistu
Ghilamichael
—Cum Laude
Forough Golriz
—Magna Cum Laude
Ruth Golubenko
—Cum Laude
Ashley Taylor Good
—Magna Cum Laude
Katherine Ann Graham
—Summa Cum Laude
Megan Kristine Grichel
—Cum Laude
Mariana Guerrero
Andrey Gulchuk

*Previously awarded degree
Leticia Guzman Mariscal
Kristina Marie Harger —Cum Laude
Taryn Elise Harmon
Weiya He
*Fidel Hernandez —Summa Cum Laude
Carmen Hernandez —Cum Laude
*Amanda B. Higgins —Summa Cum Laude
Jessica Margaret Humphrey
Meghan Kay Ison
Mary S. Jennings —Magna Cum Laude
*Jeanette Hazel Marie Jones —Magna Cum Laude
Mallory Elizabeth Jones —Cum Laude
Harleen Kaur —Magna Cum Laude
*Alessandra Nicole Kellett —Magna Cum Laude
*Nicola Rae King —Summa Cum Laude
Mary Mae Kleinpaste —Summa Cum Laude
Alana Ruth Koepl —Cum Laude
Olga Vladmirevna Krasnogorov
Nelya Kunitsa
Celeste Lynn Laird —Cum Laude
Heidi Marie Lancaster-Rice
Brett Thomas Lannen
Vivian Michelle Larson
Caitryn Alarilla Lim —Magna Cum Laude
*Irhan Hendriani Lioni —Magna Cum Laude
Megan Claycomb Little
 Roxanne Nicole Logan
Geddie K. Lojas —Summa Cum Laude
Derek Michael Lopez
Chad Wesley Love
Sarah Ann Lurry —Magna Cum Laude
*April Nicole Markholt —Summa Cum Laude
Sarah Ann Massie —Magna Cum Laude
Rebecca Ann Matylinski
Nicole Marie McDermott —Summa Cum Laude
Samantha Elizabeth McMillan —Magna Cum Laude
Chryssa N. Meeker
Esperanza Melendez-Tovar —Cum Laude
Sergio Eduardo Merino
Sarah Michelle Metz
*Stephanie Marie Mitcham —Summa Cum Laude
Monica Jill Mix —Magna Cum Laude
Tala Mohajer Soleymani —Magna Cum Laude
*Alla Sergeyevna Morgunov —Magna Cum Laude
Zean S. Musa
Melanie Margaret Nelson
Hayley Jennifer Nichols
Inger Lisa Nordahl
Christine Eileen Nyeholt
Katherine Elizabeth Palmus
John Park —Cum Laude
*Kaylyn Parker —Summa Cum Laude
Suzanne Kristen Patterson
Damaris Azucena Perez —Cum Laude
Kyndra Noel Peterson —Magna Cum Laude
*Kieu-Hanh Thi Pham —Summa Cum Laude
Kim-Tien Quoc Pham —Cum Laude
Feliks Anatoliy Polyakov —Cum Laude
Sharlene Price
Kelsey M. Prokop —Cum Laude
Shelby Marie Prussen
Matthew Ryan Queral —Summa Cum Laude
Meghan Joanne Reed —Summa Cum Laude
*Michele Marie Reyes —Summa Cum Laude
Lindsey Rachel Richards
Abigail Ameliaa Richardson
La Donna Robey
*Nicole Lynn Rock —Summa Cum Laude
*Chris L. Ross —Summa Cum Laude
Julianna K. Ruisla
Katherine Alexandra Salazar-Noratto —Summa Cum Laude
*Jessica Mindy Sanker —Magna Cum Laude
Robyn Kathleen Savage —Magna Cum Laude
Jessica Margaret Saxton
*Justine Schneider —Summa Cum Laude
Stasia Lyn Schneider
Hailey Sara-Eileen Schorr —Cum Laude
*Pamela J. Schram —Summa Cum Laude
*Paula Heather Sheehy —Cum Laude
Jingxin Shi
*Lauren L. Smith —Cum Laude
*Lauren Yvette VanderKraats —Summa Cum Laude
Kaylee Louise Vantrease
Josefina Velasquez
Cecilia Venegas —Magna Cum Laude
Kelsey Leigh Williams
Breanne Kathryn Williamson
Abigail Joy Wynne
Mark Edward Yehl
Jhin Sook Yu
Angelica Jessica Yzaguirre
Emily Anne Zajac —Magna Cum Laude

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING WITH EASTERN WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY

Kamila Begzhanova —Cum Laude
Nadezhda V. Borisov —Magna Cum Laude
Aden Alan Coleman
Olivia Marie Crowell —Cum Laude
Jamison Carl Edwards —Cum Laude
Rachel Ann Geuther —Magna Cum Laude
Abigail Gilmore —Magna Cum Laude
Mikail Heidecker —Cum Laude
Kimberly Louise Hough —Cum Laude
Jessica Beth Janz —Magna Cum Laude
Olivia Christine Lennick —Cum Laude
Brittany Jacqueline Lunsford

Names in the Fall 2015 Commencement Program include August 2015 degree candidates and December 2015 degree candidates who met the application deadline. The program is not a listing of those attending the ceremony. Names of May 2016 degree candidates will appear in the spring program.

*Previously awarded degree
CANDIDATES FOR BACCALAUREATE DEGREES

Yuliya Alekseyevna Lyakhov  
—Cum Laude

Anna V. Mantsevich  

Vickie Rae Mauer  

Vicki Halliday Morrison  

Jessica Marie Niles  
—Cum Laude

Alina Tabia Peterson  
—Cum Laude

Catie Elizabeth Propp  
—Cum Laude

Martha Elizabeth Sanford  
—Magna Cum Laude

Anne Laura Sell  
—Summa Cum Laude

Christine Morgan Suominen  
—Cum Laude

Christina Lynn Van Orman  
—Magna Cum Laude

Ashlyn Ann Waters  
—Magna Cum Laude

Andrea Michele Watson  

Rebecca M. White  
—Cum Laude

Heather Christine Wyatt  
—Summa Cum Laude

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NURSING WITH WHITWORTH UNIVERSITY

Megan Meadene Binsfield  
—Magna Cum Laude

Courtney Paige Fulton  
—Cum Laude

COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NUTRITION AND EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY

Char-Lee Haze Cassel  
—Cum Laude

*Christopher Bradley Covillo  
—Summa Cum Laude

*Jacquelyn Allyse Crews  
—Magna Cum Laude

*Jaclyn Michele Dieter  
*Paige Yvonne Fry  
*Lily Anne Gay  
*Tiffany C. Golob  
*Julie Elaine Hann  
*Kayla Rita Kranz  

*Ethan Landstrom  
—Cum Laude

*Ya-Hsin Lin  
*Analeis Marie Masters  
*Brandy Morgan Minks  
*Catherine Mary Mulligan  

*Catherine Katigbak Ngan  
—Cum Laude

*Erica Michelle Runyan  
Taylor Jewel Shillam  
*Mattie Michelle Sobotka  
*Hannah Te Anau June Stipek  
*Alison Jean Wheeler  
*Haley Elisabeth Willison  

COLLEGE OF VETERINARY MEDICINE

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BIOCHEMISTRY

*Bianna Suzanne Berg  
—Magna Cum Laude

James Q. Bonner III  

*Michael Joshua Fox  
—Magna Cum Laude

Matthew Stephen Galliher  
—Summa Cum Laude

Aaron Justus Jimenez  

Matthew Umayam Jones  

Chandler Reid Keller  

Devon Michael McMenimen  

*Andy James Moore  

Alivia Jane Stoddard  

Kevin Tran Teng  

Vanessa Romdoul Tuy  

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN GENETICS AND CELL BIOLOGY

Jessica Rae Hawkinson  

Tierra Irene Hunter  
—Magna Cum Laude

*Devin Alexander Lewis  

Jalyssa Elisabeth McMillan  

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MICROBIOLOGY

*Stephanie Brooke Baker  

Kara Grace Beseler  

James Q. Bonner III  

Charles Anthony Booth Jr.  

Kelsie Ann Hogberg  

Athena Kostrubala Lemon  
—Cum Laude

*Emily Kyle Lesmeister  

Maureen U. Murphy  

*Kendall Suzanne Vesneske  

James Michael Volz  
—Cum Laude

Breann Michelle Wadel  

Alexandra Teresa Winters  

Kevin W. Young  

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN NEUROSCIENCE

Savannah Martha Broadlick  
—Cum Laude

Drew Parker Daley  

Devon Lee Plewman  

Venesity Tenel Sepulveda  

Christina Marie Street  
—Magna Cum Laude

*Previously awarded degree
Names in the Fall 2015 Commencement Program include August 2015 degree candidates and December 2015 degree candidates who met the application deadline. The program is not a listing of those attending the ceremony. Names of May 2016 degree candidates will appear in the spring program.

*Previously awarded degree
COMMISSIONS

TO RECEIVE RESERVE COMMISSIONS AS SECOND LIEUTENANTS IN THE UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
Maria C. Lauer
Alexander S. Wheelon

TO RECEIVE COMMISSIONS AS SECOND LIEUTENANTS IN THE UNITED STATES ARMY
John Park
Dylan Perry
Jessica Tarvin
Mark Watt

TO RECEIVE A COMMISSION AS ENSIGN IN THE UNITED STATES NAVY
Loren Bates

HONORS COLLEGE

Michaela Ann Attaway
Amelia Lynette Barhanovich
Seth M. Belknap
James Q. Bonner III
Ashley Nicole Brennan
Timothy Clark Chatburn
Brady James Cornelius
Kailee Grace Esser
Karl Sigurdsson Finnsson
Earl Bud Gaines
Rachel Ann Galasso
Amber Nicole Gale
Kevin Sean Gavin

Abdulhakim Giydan
Vaughn Kohsei Hack
Tierra Irene Hunter
James Dalgleish Kernan
John Henry Krienen
Hannah Ray Lambert
Athena Kostrubala Lemon
Geddie K. Lojas
Anna Rachel Ludvigsen
Laura Elizabeth Macfarlane
Raeanne Jewell Marks
Jeremy Craig Martinez
Jacob Andrew Peterson

Philip Benjamin Pitts
Joanna Marie Redmon
Muad Saleh
Sydney Dene’ce Sanchez
Robyn Kathleen Savage
Rupali Sodhi
Christina Marie Street
Mitchell Tetschner
Alexandria Katherine Tribe
James Michael Volz
Zackery Bryan Zobrist

GRADUATION WITH ACADEMIC HONORS

Students in the class of 2015 who have demonstrated exceptional academic performance are wearing the WSU custom honor cord of crimson and silver. These students may graduate with one or more of the following distinctions:

**SUMMA CUM LAUDE**: Candidates for baccalaureate degrees who have completed at least 30 hours of graded work at Washington State University with a cumulative grade point average of 3.90 or better.

**MAGNA CUM LAUDE**: Candidates for baccalaureate degrees who have completed at least 30 hours of graded work at Washington State University with a cumulative grade point average between 3.70 and 3.89.

**CUM LAUDE**: Candidates for baccalaureate degrees who have completed at least 30 hours of graded work at Washington State University with a cumulative grade point average between 3.50 and 3.69.

**HONORS COLLEGE**: Graduates who have participated in the Honors College and satisfied the college’s requirements receive certificates of completion and wear the Honors College Medallion.

**HONOR SOCIETIES**: Washington State University students may be selected to join, within their disciplines, one or more of 29 honor societies and any of six honor societies across academic disciplines, including one freshman honor society.

These include Alpha Epsilon Rho, Alpha Phi Sigma, Alpha Zeta, Beta Alpha Psi, Beta Gamma Sigma, Beta Tau, Gamma Sigma Delta, International Golden Key, Kappa Delta Pi, Kappa Omicron Nu, Mortar Board, Mu Phi, Omicron Chi Gamma, Omicron Delta Epsilon, Omicron Delta Kappa, Phi Alpha Theta, Phi Beta Kappa, Phi Delta Kappa, Phi Kappa Phi, Phi Lambda Upsilon, Phi Sigma Alpha, Phi Sigma Iota, Phi Zeta, Pi Sigma Alpha, Psi Chi, Rho Chi, Rho Nu, Sigma Tau Delta, Sigma Theta Tau International, and Tau Beta Pi.

*Previously awarded degree*
LOUD PROUD COUG
OPEN SEATING
Sections 2-15 & 31-36
Disability Seating—top three rows—all sections
VIP Reserved Section 14
ALMA MATER

Washington, my Washington,
the Crimson and the Gray!

’Tis the song of memory
that we sing today.

When the sad hours come to you
and sorrows ’round you play,

Just sing the songs of Washington,
the Crimson and the Gray!

Just sing the songs of Washington,
the Crimson and the Gray!